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Percoco Stone Finishing Adds a 
New Twist to Stone Fabrication 

Ever since opening the 
doors of Percoco Marble 
& Tile Company in 1980, 

owner Joe Percoco has endeav-
ored to set and keep the fabrica-
tion standards high in the Denver, 
Colorado area. Coming from 
a family operated fabrication 
company in Ohio, Percoco has 
been around the stone business 
since childhood, and ”has stone 
in his DNA,” recalls Percoco. 

“My parents started Crown Tile 
& Marble Co. in Akron, Ohio, in 
1952, and I basically started lug-
ging marble window sills for my 
dad when I was eight years old. In 
1973, I started full-time and com-
pleted a 4-year union apprentice-
ship program.” 

Percoco moved away from 
home in 1979, but by 1980, he 
was back to doing what he al-
ways had known and loved, and 
started his own shop in Colorado, 
specializing in custom residential 
and light commercial fabrication.  

You could say that Percoco was 

preordained to be the owner of a 
cutting-edge fab shop. “The mar-
ket in Colorado has drastically 
changed since I started the com-
pany. By about 2000, the compe-
tition in the area was driving the 
price and quality lower and lower, 
and I saw the need for something 
other than just fabrication.“ 

Percoco started thinking outside 
the box, and focused on a few new 
ideas. One of those ideas was not 
just offering a very diverse blend 
of high-quality stone products, it 
was offering those products with 
something unique and different, 
he explained.

“I started experimenting with 
different surface finishes, and in 
2008, I moved this process to a 
separate location for a number of 

Peter J. Marcucci 
Photos Courtesy Percoco Marble 
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reasons. The biggest was because 
50 percent of the surface refinish-
ing portion of our business was to 
area fabricators, while the other 
50 percent was to area wholesale 
distributors. I had to get it away 
from my fabrication facility to 
make sure that other fabricators 
wouldn’t see me as a threat to 
them somehow, or that I’m going 
to steal their customers when they 
visited us.”

The Twist
What is the twist, you ask? Well, 

it’s the licensing of surface refin-
ishing companies nationwide, said 
Percoco.

“In 2005, when we first started 
offering this service out of our 
fab shop, we were also looking 
at moving this concept across 
the country. We already had na-
tional accounts with some of the 
big wholesalers that would ship 
truckloads of slabs to us. But the 
idea was to get this localized in 
different locations, because the 
freight charges would kill you. 

It was never meant to be a busi-
ness where you receive slabs from 
around the country, change the 
finish, and then send them back. 
If you think about it, for a large 
distributor, some of these finishes 
could be purchased direct from the 
quarry, but what are you going to 
do – stock Ubatuba in six different 

finishes, including polished? I 
think not. So the idea, really, was 
to get this localized and offer dif-
ferent textures when needed. You 
can potentially multiply your in-
ventory by 14 times – that’s the 
number of finishes we offer. ”

Please turn to page 2

The leathered finish applied to this Verde Bellagio granite is-
land brings out the rich color variations in this premium slab.

Sometimes a highly polished stone is just not the right choice. This leathered Brown Vincenza 
granite window seat and sill gives a softer, more natural effect than a polished slab would. Training & Education

Natural Stone Institute Partners 
with STONEX Canada

Natural Stone Institute 
will act as a partner 
of STONEX Canada, 

scheduled for May 12-14, 2020 
at The International Centre in 
Toronto. In addition to exhibit-
ing at the show, Natural Stone 
Institute will have a seat on the 
Education Advisory Committee 
with leading hard surface industry 
stakeholders. 

STONEX Canada will bring 
together leading industry profes-
sionals for interactive exhibits, 
educational seminars and product 
demonstrations to explore and 

learn about stone, terrazzo, tile, 
ceramics, tools and equipment, 
machinery, kitchen and bath, 
adhesives and sealants, clean-
ing and restoration and exterior 
applications.

Jim Hieb, Natural Stone 
Institute CEO, looks forward to 
this opportunity: “We are thrilled 
to support STONEX Canada. 
Being present at this show creates 
an important opportunity for our 
association to reach our Canadian 
members and strengthen our rela-
tionship with the Canadian natu-
ral stone industry.”

Please turn to page 4



   
Again, thinking outside of the 

box began for Percoco, and fran-
chising turnkey refinishing shops 
as a business concept was in the 
works. According to Percoco, this 
undertaking took a tremendous 
amount of money and a year or 
so to get it rolling. Unfortunately, 
the rolling eventually became 
an uphill battle, he continued. 
“When we finally launched the 
franchise system and we went to 
a show in Los Angeles, we had 
about four solid leads of people 
who thought the idea was great 
and wanted to move forward. 
That was in September of 2008. 
Unfortunately, by October of 
2008, the economy had crashed 
and everybody had pulled away 
from new capital investments.” 

A New and Improved 
Turnkey System

Consequently, the franchis-
ing portion of Percoco Stone 
Finishing was put on hold. Taking 
its place, however, was a new and 
improved licensing agreement, 
said Percoco. He then went on to 
explain that his turnkey system is 
a great alternative to fabrication. 
“What I’d really like to get across 
here is that this is what we are 
doing in the Denver area, and here 
is how we can help a fabricator 
make money without them fabri-
cating. What I’d like to find are a 
few fabricators around the coun-
try that are sick and tired of the 
headaches of the fabrication and 
installation end, but still love the 
stone and are tired of just working 
for wages.

“We have worked out a turnkey 
system and have people who can 
finance the equipment for them, 
and minimize their capital invest-
ment. But it’s very important for 
a fabricator to not think that he or 

she can do this using their CNC 
machine. Besides, if you’re a 
smart fabricator, why would you 
tie-up your CNC while trying to 
put a new finish on slabs – a pro-
cess that might take five hours – 
when you could knock-out two 
kitchens in the same amount of 
time?

“So, let’s say that you’re in a 
major market. We are going to 
evaluate this area and maybe tell 
you that you can do approximately 
12 to 15 slabs per day by having 
a two-machine business model. 
You, as an owner, are going to 
have a little over a million dollars 
tied up with everything you need 
including your space, machin-
ery package, startup costs, train-
ing and cash on hand to get you 
through the first three months or 
so. We have worked all of this out 
to the penny. We will train your 
people here in Denver, as well as 
at your own site, to help you get 
the whole thing up and running. It 
has worked great here in Denver, 
and it will work great elsewhere.” 

According to Percoco, a 
monthly average of 40 percent 
of his fabricated work goes out 
the door with one of his textures. 
Percoco also uses tiered pric-
ing, meaning that “wholesale 

distributors are at one price, fab-
ricators are at another price, and 
then there is a suggested retail 
price  – though we do not sell our 
finishes to the retail customer – it 
is a guideline for the fabricators.” 
This, according to Percoco, keeps 
the playing field a fair place to do 
business for all, with no conflicts, 
as the wholesaler sells the finish 
to the fabricator at the same price 
Percoco sells to the fabricator, 
protecting both customers.

Stone Refinishing: Is it 
Right for You?

“You can take inexpensive 
stone, put a new finish on it, and 
really make it something spe-
cial,” continued Percoco. “It’s 
pretty unique and great, because 
you don’t have to spend a ton of 
money on some expensive, exotic, 
fancy-looking stone. Our textures 
give the stone a more natural, 
toned-down look that is unique, 
and only adds about 10 percent to 
the total cost of the kitchen coun-
tertops, for the customer. Our re-
finishing shop is staffed with only 
two people, and there are no retail 
sales at all, and profit wise, it’s 
many times more lucrative than 
fabrication.   

Above: Moving a finished 
textured slab to a storage 
rack for pickup. The slabs in 
the rack are special orders.

Right: Fine Rake textured on 
Opal White marble cladding 
installed throughout an of-
fice building.

Photo: courtesy of HOK Architects 
& Harbour Group LTD

Six different textures on Ubatuba show how different finishes 
bring out a different personality with this granite: 
Top row: Honed; Caress; Bush Hammer; 
Second row: Leather; Tuscan; and Polished.

Far right, top and bottom: Sandblast finish on Rosa Verona 
marble; Coarse Scarpaletto finish on Rosa Verona marble

Percoco
Stone Finishing

Please turn to page 6

Continued from page 1
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 SPECIFICATIONS LE14-11 125 

 Power output 12 A

 No load speed 2800-11500 rpm

 Max. disc size 5”

 Weight 5.1 lbs

 SPECIFICATIONS CS 40 WET 

 Motor 12 A

 Max. disc diameter 5”

 Bevel cut 0-45

 Weight 9 lbs

Variable 
Speed Dial

• Smooth, chip-free cutting
• Dry or wet use
• Cooling holes extend life by cooling the blade core
• Quad holes allow for inside corner cut & clean up, & notching
• Designed for straight cuts on granite and quartz

The LE14-11 125 is designed for the professional’s needs. Its safety features 
include a soft start system, reload protection and restart protection. In addition, 
its tool free adjustable guard makes it easy to adapt for whatever the job requires. 
The tool’s newly developed long-life motor improves the service life of the 
brushes, which perform up to 40 percent better in testing than comparable tools 
from other manufacturers. It also has numerous safety features.

The FLEX CS 40 wet tile saw is made for use in the stone, tile and glass industries. 
The powerful 12 A motor makes it possible for the saw to cut through any tough 
material. The wet tile cutter is also equipped with a high quality water-feed system that 
will eliminate the harmful dust particles which are common in dry cutting applications. 
Includes a side handle for more stability and the CS 40 has the ability to accept a 
contoured cutting blade thus making curve cutting operations safer and easier.

LE14-11 125
12 A 5” Variable Speed Angle Grinder

CS 40 WET
5” Masonry Wet Saw

+ 6 FREE
Viper 5˝ Diamond Turbo Blades Item # 1023

Item # 80000

Item # 50030

$12999
Each

$649
GRINDERS

AND BLADES

      
 ONLY6

$795
MASONRY

 WET SAWS

      
 ONLY6

$15900
Each

Use Code
SAW40
when placing your order 

Use Code
FLEX40
when placing your order 

A $125
VALUE

FREE
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Alpha Updates 
Ecoguard Dust 
Collection System

The Ecoguard W6 comes with connectors 
to fit most popular grinders on the market, 
including Bosch®, Dewalt®, Hitachi®, Fein®, 
Flex®, Makita®, Metabo® and Milwaukee®.

Alpha Professional Tools® 
is excited to introduce the 
newest addition to their 

Ecoguard Dust Collection line up.

The Ecoguard W6 is designed for 
collecting dust/debris when using 
a high-speed angle grinder with a 
vacuum. 

The Alpha® Ecoguard W6 fits on 
most 4-1/2-inch, 5-inch and 6-inch 
angle grinders. This unique guard 
was built for heavy-duty applica-
tions and has unique features such 
as the support base for precise cuts 
as well as an adjustable cutting depth 
to a maximum of 1-3/4 inches. The 
clear cover allows for better visibil-
ity and is easy to install. It allows 
you to convert your existing dry 
angle grinder into a dustless tool and 
save money without the expense of 
a second tool. 

The Alpha® Ecoguard W6 comes 
with multiple connectors to fit many 
popular grinders on the market 
today, including *Bosch®, Dewalt®, 
Hitachi®, Fein®, Flex®, Makita®, 
Metabo® and Milwaukee®. 

The kit includes an inner flange, 
lock nut, spacers, collars for differ-
ent grinder models*, a stainless steel 
hose band, rubber hose adapter, side 

handle and a pin wrench. 
Some assembly is re-

quired to fit your model of 
grinder.

In addition, for convenient 
attachment to a vacuum, 
Alpha® offers a flexible 
hose (Part No. 500073) or 
together as a kit (Part No. 
ECOW6KIT).

For more information on 
this product, visit www.
alpha-tools.com or contact 
their distributor Braxton-
Bragg at 800-575-4401. 

Alpha Professional 
Tools® is a leading manu-
facturer of quality tools for 
professionals in the natural 
and engineered stone, tile, 
glass, concrete, metal and 
construction industries. 
Alpha® provides unique and 
innovative products for cut-
ting, drilling, shaping and 
polishing all types of ma-
terials. Alpha Professional 
Tools® also offers a variety 
of services to support their 
products. More informa-
tion is available at www.
alpha-tools.com.

The inaugural event in 2017 saw 
over 250 exhibits from 14 countries 
showcasing the latest trends, inno-
vation, technology and applications 
from leading manufacturers and sup-
pliers from around the globe. 

Professionals from fabricators, to 
architects and interior designers, to 
contractors, to engineers and specifi-
ers, to property managers and owners 
will get the information they need to 
know to make informed decisions, 
properly select and install materials 
and remain profitable.

“STONEX Canada will bring to-
gether influential specifiers, buyers 
and distributors in design, construc-
tion and real estate operations” 
says Nancy Milani, VP of Trade 

Expositions, Informa 
Markets. “The Show will 
provide exceptional value 
and will allow exhibitors 
hard-to-get contact with 
industry professionals and 
access to the Canadian mar-
ket. STONEX Canada is 
pleased to have the Natural 
Stone Institute endorse and 
support Canada’s only hard 
surfaces expo dedicated  to 
marble, stone, tile and 
terrazzo.”

STONEX Canada is 
part of a growing list of 

architecture, design, con-
struction events and exhibi-
tions owned and produced 
by Informa Markets in-
cluding The Buildings 
Show, GreenBuild, World 
of Concrete, International 
Surfaces Show, International 
Roofing Expo and 
BUILDEX that will further 
solidify Informa Market’s 
positioning as a leader 
within the industry.

NSI Partners with 
STONEX Canada

Continued from page 1

Please turn to page 9
“Good judgment comes from experience, and a lot of that 
comes from bad judgment.”  — Will Rogers
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www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/resourcelibrary

Access quick answers to common questions about all varieties
of natural stone, including suggested uses and applications 

for both residential and commercial settings.

Find Answers to Questions About Natural Stone

ONLINE RESOURCE LIBRARY
NEW

DOCUMENTS
ADDED

Performance Incentives
Motivating Your People to Excellence

Ed Hill
Synchronous SolutionsBonus payments and incen-

tive compensation are not 
the same thing.

Discretionary bonus payments 
have been a common practice 
at many companies for years. 
Typically, around the end of the 
year and during the holiday sea-
son, a company might reward its 
key people with a bonus. The 
amount is usually a subjective 
judgment at the discretion of the 
owner, and is based on how well 
the company performed finan-
cially during the year. Managers 
often agonize for weeks over 
how to fairly distribute the bo-
nuses among the key staff. Since 
the bonus is purely discretion-
ary, it is sometimes the source 
of disagreement among those re-
ceiving it.  Moreover, a holiday 
bonus in a good year can be taken 
as an expected payment even in 
not-so-good years. The intended 
effort toward a motivating factor 

can sometimes result in just the 
opposite.  

A bonus system is traditionally 
reactive in nature and, therefore, 
establishes little motivation to-
ward excellent performance. As 
noted, it often evolves into an 
expected payment irrespective of 
the company’s performance.  

An incentive pay system is 
proactive and is earned only 
when the defined performance 
is achieved.  Since it is clear that Please turn to page 7

“Your people should 
see the Incentive Plan 
as a way for you to share 
the increased company 
profits with the good 
people who have worked 
to achieve them.”

the payout only comes when the 
established goals are met, the 
motivation to perform is clear.

An Incentive Compensation 
program is pay for performance.  
A proper incentive compensation 
program should establish clear, 
unambiguous goals and speci-
fied rewards before the period 
begins over which performance 
will be measured. The objec-
tively stated plan should be fully 
communicated to staff members 
in advance, thereby creating the 
incentive. In this way the individ-
ual knows exactly what he or she 
must achieve in order to obtain a 
specific reward and patterns his 
or her behavior appropriately. As 
well, when those goals are met, 
the employee rightly expects the 
reward will have been earned.

It is important to note that the 
purpose of an incentive compen-
sation system is to encourage 
overall performance beyond the 
minimum expected.  It should 
never be used as a substitute for 
holding your people accountable 
for their individual responsibili-
ties. Using an incentives program 

as a non-confrontational way to 
get people to “do their jobs” will 
never work. A lack of funda-
mental accountability within a 
company is a serious managerial 
weakness that must be corrected 
before considering the intro-
duction of incentive program. 
Incentives can make a well-man-
aged company better, but they 
will never make a poorly man-
aged company good.

Individual vs. Group 
Incentives

Individual incentives, often 
called piecework, are not what 
is being recommended here. 
Piecework sets up each employee 

as an individual performer, 
sometimes even creating com-
petition for the “good work” 
between employees.  Moreover, 
piecework can be a detriment 
to producing good quality.  A 
common statement is “show me 
how you will pay me and I will 
show you how I will behave.”  If 
you pay me just to produce more 
units I may do so at the cost of 
quality.  

A group incentive, based on 
global goals, is a much better 
approach.  These plans should 
be based on the overall company 
goals, which would include es-
tablished quality standards.  

Training & Education

Training & Education

Do Engineered Countertops Stain?

The third round of testing aimed 
to find out which happened first: 
removal of stains or damage to the 

surface. I experimented with a variety of 
cleaning approaches to see what worked.

Permanent Marker Stains
The most persistent stain was the per-

manent marker, so I first focused on re-
moving that.

Scrubbing with abrasives lightened the 
stains but didn’t remove them, except on 
darker colored samples where the stain 
faded enough to become invisible.

In the meantime, scrubbing with abra-
sives damaged the finish, while still not 
removing the stain.

Non-acetone based nail polish remover 
erased the stain and did not appear to 
damage the finish.

Karin Kirk 
usenaturalstone.com
Photos and Charts by Karin Kirk, 
Natural Stone Institute

Food Dye Stains
Stains from food dye were unrespon-

sive to scrubbing, so I moved on to other 
methods. Some quartz manufacturers ad-
vise against using bleach, while others 
recommend it. Thus, bleach seemed like 
a worthwhile cleaner to test—in the name 
of science, of course.

I used a small amount of undiluted 
bleach and the scrubby side of a Scotch-
Brite kitchen sponge. This lightened the 
stains in all cases, but didn’t remove them 
completely. Interestingly, the stains faded 
overnight and were less visible the next 
morning. 

In one case, with Viatera Celeste, the 
stain was completely invisible the next 
day. On the other samples, the stains were 
very faint the next day. 

Please turn to page 8

Part 3 – Removing Stains from Quartz Countertops
For those readers just joining the conver-
sation, the first and second installment 
of  Karin Kirk’s article Do Engineered 
Countertops Stain? can be found in our 
August and September issues, also avail-
able on www.slipperyrockgazette.net.
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Left: Pietra de Cardoso 
schist, from the Percoco 
showroom. This unique 
stone has a honed finish, 
which complements the 
beauty of the raw wood 
cabinetry.

Right: Aspen granite from 
Brazil, with a combina-
tion of leather finish and 
a contrasting band of bush 
hammered Aspen granite 
stripe and apron, comple-
ments this vanity and cop-
per vessel sink.

   
“There’s one more important 

point: there is only room for one 
of these refinishing companies in 
any given metro area, and if you 
start one of these and hit it hard 
the way you should hit it, you are 
going to dominate the market, be-
cause no one is going to be able to 
catch up to you. You will already 
be in there with a niche product, 
and have a foothold.

“There is also the commercial 
aspect of this business to consider. 
When you get the architects and 
designers that design entryways 
and lobbies and they see the sam-
ple boards of designer finishes 
that we supply you with, that’s 
all you need to do. They’ll know 
what to do from there.

“It’s the same with the distrib-
utors. By offering them our tex-
tures, they’ve just multiplied their 
slab inventory without adding to 
it! So, the sales end of it is not 
a stretch for them. Also, repair 
work like re-polishing, re-resin-
ing, re-honing on problem slabs 
saves distributors and fabricators 
time and money. At one point we 
even polished a container load of 
Petrified Wood table tops, though 
it is not a job I would want very 
often!”

What Do I Do Next?
According to Percoco, if you 

are interested in licensing this 
process, you will need one or two 
machines that are made specifi-
cally for surface polishing, and 
are part of the package they offer. 
Additionally, Percoco will give 
you the blueprint for a turnkey op-
eration that includes all the reci-
pes to cook up tantalizing finishes 
that will satisfy the tastes of the 
most discriminating natural stone 
aficionados. Joe will also walk 
you and your people through the 

whole process and be there for 
you when any problems pop up. 
Joe is a firm believer in his tried 
and true brand of refinishing – so 
much so, in fact, that he will go 
to bat for you by putting his long-
standing credibility with national 
wholesale distributors on the line 
to help you get your foot in the 
door. 

In closing, if you’ve got a busi-
ness mind, love natural stone and 
what you’ve read so far sounds 
like the grand slam home run 
you’ve been waiting for, go to 
www.percocostonefinishing.com. 

Better yet, said Joe, call him at 
303-733-3013 for a personal, one-
on-one conversation. 

Percoco Stone Finishing

The understated texture of this elaborate Ubatuba island 
blends with the antiqued cabinets in this large kitchen, instead 
of overpowering. This understated elegance is part of the 
appeal of Percoco’s finishes, like the built-in Verde Bellagio 
granite farmhouse sink (see the whole island, photo on page 1).

Continued from page 2

Sample boards show range of finish variations using 
Café Imperial granite (left) and White Carrara marble.

 Compared to a full shop, the Percoco operation only needs a 
modest footprint, and two stone workers to process slabs.

http://www.percocostonefinishing.com
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Training & Education

IN 1888, a major limestone deposit was 
discovered during the construction 

of the Kansas City, Clinton and Springfield 
railroad, near the town of Phenix, Missouri. 

By 1905, Phenix had become a major 
stone producer, supplying major building 
projects in the United States and Canada, 
and shipping more than 250,000 cubic 
feet annually… right up until the Great 
Depression laid the U.S. economy low.

After unsuccessful runs with ownership 
by the Vermont Marble Company, and 
then being marketed as Carthage Stone, 
the Phenix quarry site was eventually sold 
and improved thanks to a man named Dave 
Richter in the 1970s. In the mid-1990s, 
Freddie Flores began working with some 
of the remaining stone blocks from past 

Phenix Marble and 
 Walnut Grove

located in town, 
where head-
stones from 
the  Phen ix 
quarry predom-
inate. And for 
many years, the 
Walnut Grove 
high school has 
had a tradition 
of engraving the 
names of each 
year’s graduat-
ing class, as well 
as teachers and 
the principal, on 
a slab of Phenix 
Marble. The 
engraved slabs 
are laid with 
pride as a side-
walk around the 
high school, for 
the use of cur-
rent and future 
generations. 

While walking 
around town, 
I met Walnut 
Grove resident 
Darell Stepp, 
who recalled his 
1959 graduating 
class person-
ally going and 

This public bench outside a Walnut Grove gas 
station is a solid block of Napoleon cut stone 
from the Phenix quarry, and a reminder of the 
impact the quarry had on the community.

nearby limestone/granite quarry had on the 
town. There are many physical reminders, 
and a rich, pre-Depression history of the 
quarry and town. 

For example, the local gas station is the 
proud owner of solid blocks of Napoleon 
cut Phenix Marble stone benches outside 
their doors. A Civil War-era cemetery is 

 
PO Box 188, Stinesville, IN 47464 

Ph:  812-876-0835    Fax:  812-876-0839 
bigcreekstone.com 

Codiak San Herrell
Photos by Codiak Herrell

quarrying ef-
forts, and did a 
lot of promo-
tional work for 
Phenix Marble, 
including talks 
at the MSU 
Campus, and 
being a speaker 
and presenter 
at the local 
Home Builders 
Association.

When I spoke 
with him, Flores 
also mentioned 
the additional 
business and in-
terest they gen-
erated by setting 
up a Phenix con-
signment table at 
local galleries, 
which led to new 
residential jobs.

Today, the 
town of Phenix 
is very much 
reduced in pop-
ulation, but the 
quarry remains 
very active, and 
once again is 
flourishing.

Nearby, the 
picking out their memorial slab from the then-
called Phenix Stone and Lime Company. The 
high school seniors took the heavy slab to be 
engraved before delivering it to its home at 
the Walnut Grove High School.

Also part of Phenix Marble’s legacy and 
impact in the area is 154.5 acres of preserved 
cropland, home to numerous wildlife spe-
cies, and an old-growth mixed hardwood 
plantation. 

small town of Walnut Grove, Missouri, 
was already established in 1866. It is lo-
cated just a few miles from the historic 
Phenix Marble site. With such a busy com-
pany as a neighbor, as well as being a great 
area for farming, the small town flourished. 
Walnut Grove boasted a population of ap-
proximately 800 people before the Great 
Depression took its toll in the 1930s.

Today, you can still see the impact the 

Walnut Grove has many historical ties 
to the nearby Phenix Marble quarry.

Please turn to page 16

Performance Incentives
Continued from page 5

The very nature of your 
business system must rely 
on your people to cooper-
atively work together in 
order for the company to 
be successful. If too much 
emphasis is placed on in-
dividual or isolated job 
goals, you may diminish 
the importance of reach-
ing company goals. Some 
firms have inadvertently 
created destructive levels 
of internal competition by 
placing too much emphasis 
on individual performance 
at the expense of overall 
company achievement. 

It should also be noted 
that an incentive pay sys-
tem should increase com-
pany profits.  It should not 
be a cost of business, but 
rather a profit generator.  
In other words, a well-de-
signed company incentive 
plan should result in pro-
ductivity levels that ex-
ceed your minimum goals.  
The payout should occur 
only when your company 
goals have been exceed.  
As such, a good incentive 
plan is a win-win program 
for everyone. 

As you can see, the design 
of the plan is extremely im-
portant. The goals should 
reflect increased overall 
performance, but must be 
perceived as reasonable 
and attainable or they will 
not inspire people to invest 
the needed effort and could 

even become a negative in 
the minds of your people.  
Your people should see the 
incentive plan as a way for 
you to share the increased 
company profits with the 
good people who have 
worked to achieve them. 

Finally, progress on the 
company performance 
goals should be moni-
tored and communicated 
frequently. The perfor-
mance period on which 
the inceptive payout is 
based should be short, i.e. 
at about one or two pay 
periods or monthly at the 
longest.  This is necessary 
to provide the maximum 
“incentive pull” which will 
create the highest moti-
vation. An incentive pay 
system that is based on 
annual or even semiannual 
(six months) performance 
is too long. In any case you 
should provide frequent up-
dates so that people “know 
the score” throughout the 
period. 

Important Points 
in an Incentive 

Compensation System  
1. Never substitute in-
centives for  basic 
accountability.

2. The plan should be 
clearly communicated and 
thoroughly understood in 
advance of implementation.

3. A good plan design can 
create a powerful recruiting 
and retention advantage.
 
4. A poor plan design can 
lead to serious internal 
conflicts.

5. All goals should be ob-
jective, measurable and 
attainable.

6. Design the goals around 
the behaviors you seek to 
encourage.

7. Properly designed, the 
funds to pay incentives will 
come from increased prof-
its with at least half of the 
increased profits remaining 
with the company.

8. Provide frequent up-
dates comparing actual 
performance to goals.  The 
“Score” should be posted 
around the company for all 
to see.

A good resource for more 
information on incentive 
plans is The Great Game of 
Business, by Jack Stack.  

Synchronous Solutions, 
LLC has developed incen-
tive plans specifically for 
the stone processing indus-
try. For more information, 
contact Ed Hill at (704) 
560-1536.



Continued from page 5

Food coloring was among the most pervasive staining agents tested. Other staining agents tested 
included turmeric, hot sauce, Sharpie permanent marker, grape juice and oil.
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Do Engineered Countertops Stain?
Part 3 – Removing Stains from Quartz Countertops

This is consistent with infor-
mation on the Silestone website, 
which says that bleach can con-
tinue to affect their products for 
12 hours after application.

Nail polish remover didn’t 
noticeably lighten the food dye 
stains. All in all, these stains were 
the most persistent and difficult 
to remove.

The Bottom Line
Engineered quartz is more tol-

erant of chemical cleaning than 
physical cleaning.

Cleaning can be thought of as 
either a mechanical process or a 
chemical one. Scrubbing action 
and abrasive materials do their 
jobs by physically scraping the 
stains away. The quartz manu-
facturers’ warnings are correct. 
Using abrasive cleaners or scour-
ing pads will likely remove the 
softer portions of the material—
the polyester resin binder. Thus, 

one needs to weigh the need to 
remove a stain with the likelihood 
for damaging the surface.

Bleach and nail polish remover 
work because of their chemistry. 
That is, they dissolve or react 
with the stain to make it rinse 
away or fade to the point where 
it becomes invisible. These meth-
ods worked better than abrasives 
and did not appear to impact the 
samples. But in the case of food 
dye, even full strength bleach still 
wasn’t always successful in com-
pletely cleaning the surface.

One More Caveat
Even though this was a fairly 

extensive test, I didn’t try every 
combination of staining and 
cleaning on every color—that 
would be an enormous project. 
Furthermore, there are numerous 
variables that are not practical to 
control. Slabs vary from batch to 
batch. Colors and patterns change 
over time. What some users might 

On the left side, turmeric left a 
faint yellow stain on Viatera Ce-
leste. On the right side is a very 
faint red stain from hot sauce. 
Chemical agents like bleach and 
nail polish remover test as more 
effective than scrubbing with 
abrasive pads or cleaners.

call “vigorous” scrubbing, others 
might consider over-the-top. 

There are many brands of 
sponges and scrubbers, and sev-
eral variants of a given type of 
cleaner.

These tests offer a general idea 
of how engineered quartz prod-
ucts hold up, but far and away the 
best thing to do is test the materi-
als that are relevant to you.

As always, the more you learn, 
the better. Every surface material 
has its limitations, no matter if it’s 
natural or synthetic, common or 
rare, expensive or economical. If 
a sales pitch sounds too good to be 
true, it probably is. While boast-
ful claims make for a compelling 
marketing narrative, customers 
are wise to double check and look 
deeper whenever possible.

In practicality, no material is 

literally maintenance-free. Every 
surface, including engineered 
quartz and natural stones like 
granite, marble, and quartzite, 
need to be cared for in a manner 
that is compatible with its prop-
erties. The trick is to understand 
the properties and be an informed 
consumer. Just as I advise a sci-
ence-based approach to shopping 
for natural stone, I encourage the 
same curiosity when considering 
other types of materials, too.

Caesarstone Nougat with mod-
erate stains from pink (upper 
right) and blue (lower right) 
food coloring. There is also the 
remnant of the letter F written 
in permanent marker.

Karin Kirk is a geologist and 
science educator with over 20 
years of experience. She has 
taught college level geology, 
online courses and organized 
field trips. She currently works 
as a freelance science writer 
and education consultant. She 
brings with her a different per-
spective to the stone industry. 
Karin a regular contributor 
to usenaturalstone.com and the 
Slippery Rock Gazette. Contact 
her at karinkirk@gmail.com

Dear Slippery Rock…
The Slippery Rock regularly 

receives email from readers com-
menting on articles, or asking our 
opinion on stone-related prob-
lems, but seldom do we hear from 
homeowners outside the industry.

This recent letter presented a 
learning experience for both us 
and the homeowner who posted 
the problem. We reached out to 
two of our writers familiar with 
geologic puzzles, and fabrication 
mysteries.  – The Editor

Good afternoon. 
Sorry to be another homeowner 
begging for your expertise concern-
ing cracks, fissures, and veins.  Would 
you mind providing your opinion of 
the attached pictures?  As you can 
guess, the fabricator says the dark 
cross-grain vertical line in the mar-
ble where the faucet would mount & 
backsplash is natural, and was not a 
repaired piece of marble.  I disagreed 
and had them take it back.  They are 
not providing any solution to the 

problem and not backing down so 
I thought I would get your opinion.  
Any info you can offer is greatly ap-
preciated.  Thanks.

————
Dear Joe,
First, this is a beautiful piece of stone 
with a lot of character. The area you 
are concerned about is a prime spot 
for a break to occur, so your concern 
is understandable. I can see why a fab-
ricator might want to preserve it, if it 
were to break in half. Zooming in on 
your photo, it appears to be natural 
–the white vein in the center appears 
to be crystalline – not easily faked. 

Please turn to page 11

Damaged finish from kitchen sponge and Bar Keeper’s Friend 
(rough patch, left center) on this Cambria Templeton sample.

mailto:karinkirk%40gmail.com?subject=Slippery%20Rock%20Article


Now available at braxton-bragg.com

NSI Partners 
with STONEX 

Canada

“It’s not whether you 
get knocked down, it’s 

whether you get up.”  
— Vince Lombardi

STONEX Canada is Canada’s 
first dedicated event and edu-
cational program for the hard 
surfaces industry including 
stone, terrazzo, ceramic and tile. 
STONEX provides a profes-
sional environment with an edu-
cational program set on bringing 
together manufacturers, import-
ers, exporters, distributors, buy-
ers, and building professionals 
for three days in an exposition 
and educational presentations. 

To register for STONEX 
Canada, visit www.stonex 
canada.com.

Learn more about Natural Stone 
Institute at www.naturalstone 
institute.org.

Continued from page 4

A New Hampshire man got a 
big surprise as he went to 

close up his iPad. A bat had be-
come wedged between the back 
of the device and its cover and bit 
his finger.

Roy Syvertson, of South 
Hampton, tells WMUR-TV it felt 
like a bee sting at first. When he 
realized he was dealing with a bat, 
he pressed down on the cover to 
keep it from flying away.

The 86-year-old managed to get 
the bat outside but later found him 
dead. It turned out that the bat was 
rabid. Syvertson went to the hos-
pital for rabies treatments.

When asked how the bat got 
into his house and iPad case last 
week, Syvertson had a ready-
made response.

Mr. Syvertson quipped: “My 
joke of, ‘He probably knew my 
password,’ won’t last forever.”

Reset Password
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Sharon Koehler
Artistic Stone Design
Neolith Photos by Chris Frick, 
Marva Marble and Granite

AS I admitted last month, I 
am a natural stone per-

son. I have it all over my house. 
It’s mostly veined with lots of 
movement because that is what I 
like. But, admittedly, not every-
one likes natural stone. There is 
some maintenance involved in 
properly caring for natural stone, 
and pieces can be inconsistent 
from lot to lot or even slab to slab. 
I’m good with that.

However, some people want a 
maintenance-free product, and 
in the recent past those people 
have been able to turn to the more 
consistent quartz products. Now 
however, the quartz market is 
unstable, to say the least. We all 
know it. It’s not a secret. Just as 
quartz seemed poised to overtake 
natural stone (if it hasn’t already 
in your market), it’s deemed a 
commodity and gets hit with a 
bunch of fees and tariffs. 

So with the quartz market being 
in a rather iffy state right now, 
what will consumers and design-
ers turn to in an effort to fill the 
quartz void? What about sintered 
stone? Before you say you don’t 
know what sintered stone is – yes, 
you do. Two very common brands 
you should know right away are 
Neolith & Dekton. There are oth-
ers, of course.

Sintered stone is made from nat-
ural materials. The process is to 
take minerals from natural stone 
such as granite and feldspar and 
grind them up into small parti-
cles. Then they are fused together 
with extreme heat and pressure. 
There are no resins or polymers. 
The process is meant to replicate 
the process natural stone goes 
through to be formed. The big dif-
ference is that it can take natural 
stone thousands of years to form. 
Sintered stone takes just hours. 

Like any product, sintered stone 
does have its pros and cons. Some 
pros:

Eco Friendly – Sintered stone is 
100 percent natural and emits no 
toxic fumes.

Clean – Sintered stone is very 
dense, non-porous and is not eas-
ily stained, and not subject to bac-
terial growth. 

Versatile – Sintered stone can 
be used anywhere quartz can be 
used and a few more places as 
well, like outdoor kitchens, ex-
terior wall cladding and around 
swimming pools. It is a UV stable 

What’s Next?

Available in slabs thick enough for countertops, and thin 
enough for wall cladding, Neolith lends itself to eye-catch-
ing pattern and bookmatching applications. 

product. It also comes in such a 
wide variety of sizes and colors 
that there are not too many stone 
projects that it can’t be used for.  
A piece can be as small as a piece 
of tile, or as large as a full blown 
quartz slab. Thickness (depending 
on the manufacturer) can range 
from 6mm up to 30mm (1/4 inch 
to 2-3/8 inches).Two cm seems 
to be a standard of sorts with sin-
tered stone.

Consumer Friendly – The rec-
ommended maintenance is sim-
ply to clean it with soap and water 
and wipe dry. A microfiber cloth 
is recommended. Plus, it never 
needs sealing. 

Please turn to page 14

Part II – Sintered Stone

Niccoló Pietrobon Joins Intermac 
America’s Stone Division as 
Product Manager

Intermac America has an-
nounced that Niccoló Pietrobon 

has joined the company as Product 
Manager. He will focus on assist-
ing Brand Sales Managers and 
Product Area Managers in help-
ing Stone Division customers 
and trade representatives in North 
America enhance their efforts to 
introduce innovative technolo-
gies into facilities and operations. 
He will be based at the Biesse 
Group Campus in Charlotte North 
Carolina.

Prior to becoming a Product 
Area Manager at the Biesse 
Group headquarters in Pesaro, 

Italy, Pietrobon used his exten-
sive engineering education to 
succeed in successively respon-
sible positions at other compa-
nies in Italy, working to hone 
his skills as a Proposal Engineer, 

 

Sales Engineer and Production 
Engineer. He earned both his 
bachelor’s and master’s degrees 
in mechanical engineering at the 
University of Padua, where he 
was also licensed as an industrial 

Niccoló Pietrobon, new  
Product Manager for 
Intermac America Stone 
Division

professional engineer.
“Going forward, we are so for-

tunate to have Niccoló’s organi-
zational and engineering skills 
to help evaluate customer needs, 
share information through prod-
uct training, be a knowledgeable 
resource at trade shows and sem-
inars, and ensure our marketing 
materials are comprehensive and 
structured so potential custom-
ers can fully understand our in-
novations and advantages,” said 
Michele Ragno, Vice President of 
Sales, Stone Division at Intermac 
America. 

“Niccoló’s enthusiasm for our 
industry and our North American 
customers is evident in every 
challenge he takes on.”

Randy Jamison, Executive V.P. 
of Sales and Marketing for Biesse 
and Intermac in North America 
agrees that attracting talent 

such as Pietrobon will serve as a 
springboard in helping custom-
ers fully realize the potential of 
Industry 4.0. “He will be a great 
asset in strengthening our sales, 
distribution and marketing strate-
gies as we build a cohesive vision 
and offer customers ongoing tech-
nology leadership.”

           
For more information, call 

704-357-3131. 

“My mother told me 
to be a lady. And for 

her, that meant be 
your own person, be 

independent.”  
– Ruth Bader Ginsburg
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•Transparent White 100% Epoxy

•Smooth Vertical Knife Grade 

•Exterior and Interior Grade

•For use with Natural Stones, 
  Ceramics,  Quartz, Glass, Concrete 
  and many other substrates

•Solvent Free

•Great for outdoor kitchens, pool 
   copings and joints

• Low tendency to yellow

• Can bond slightly humid surfaces

• Can be used in underwater pool /  
    fountain applications

• Highly weather resistant

• Can be pigmented as needed

• Available in 2.25 kg can units (approx. 3 quarts total), 400 ml cartridge, 
   180 ml single mix cartridge, and 50 ml Gel Mix

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online www.braxton-bragg.com

Dear Slippery 
Rock…

Continued from page 8

In reality, this is probably Mother Na-
ture making the repair –  and not the 
fabricator. This could be an example 
of a pretty complex piece of geologic 
history, showing the bed plane and a 
relief fissure – the dark band which 
looks like a crack or repair, to you. 
With your permission, I am going to 
consult a couple of specialists; one 
is a geologist who writes for us and 
the Natural Stone Institute, and one 
serves as an expert witness in liti-
gation involving stone failures, and 
installation failures. I’ll send their re-
plies and opinions on this issue. 

———
From: Karin Kirk: 
Dear Slippery Rock,

I  love geological puzzles like this!
First off, this is not marble, it’s 

limestone. You can tell because of 
the fossils and “pellet” shapes in the 
stone — all of those features are 
erased when limestone metamorpho-
ses into marble.

Secondly, the stone is an interest-
ing one because of the bands of very 
fined-grained, crystalline material that 
run through it. Those parts look like 
onyx and most likely formed in a sim-
ilar way. Dissolved calcite was circu-
lating with groundwater and filled in 
the cracks in the stone. This process 
of natural mineral ‘glue’ is common, 
and in fact that’s how sedimentary 
rocks get stuck together to form 
solid rocks.

Lastly, yes, it’s common to have a 
set of fractures or “joints,” as geolo-
gists call them, that run perpendicular 
to the bedding planes. It’s the stone’s 
way of decompressing and offloading 
stress. Most rocks form deep under-
ground and when they get uplifted 
and find themselves on the surface 
of the Earth, they develop fractures 
because they are no longer being 
squeezed so tightly.

Crack repair or natural fissure?

Please turn to page 16
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“Don’t bother. He’s a dentist.”

I was out on the Harley taking 
a long-needed ride. It’s hard 
to find good riding weather 

here in Florida summers. 

I was dodging rain clouds when 
I noticed I was almost out of gas. 
So, I took out my cell phone and 
started searching for the nearest 
gas station. Luckily there was one 
just a mile up the road.  I pulled 
into the station and looked at the 
pump. My old Woody runs on 
regular, but this bad boy requires 
high test or what they call pre-
mium today. 

I almost put regular in the tank, 
but caught myself at the last min-
ute. Just as I was about to take out 
the pump nozzle my cell phone 
rang. Little did I know that the 
word “premium” would be key to 
this next inspection. 

The voice on the other end of 
the phone was a deep bass, al-
most Lurch-like voice. He began 
by telling me that he was a home 
builder in Las Vegas, and they 
had a major problem with some 
granite flooring installed in a 
home. He went on to tell me 
that they suspected the granite 
is dyed, since there are different 
shades throughout the floor. He 
asked if I could hop a flight out 
there next week to take a look. 
Apparently, this was a big, big 
house, and an important client. I 

Frederick M. 
Hueston, PhD

The Stone Detective
The Case of High-Test Versus Regular

would soon find out.
Next week ar-

rived and I was off 
to Vegas, baby! I 
could tell you what 
happened there but 
you know the say-
ing, “What happens 
in Vegas – stays in 
Vegas.”  

Whatever. I’ll tell 
ya, anyway.  I arrived 
at McCarran airport 
and was greeted by a chauffeur 
holding a sign with my name on 
it. Wow, I really didn’t expect a 
limo, but hey, it’s Vegas – land 
of the extravagant, home of the 
wealthy.  

The chauffeur took my bag and 
I followed him to the stretch limo.  
He told me the house was about 
an hour away, and to sit back and 
enjoy the ride. It had been a while 
since I had been in a limo. It had 
a fully-stocked bar with premium 
booze. There is that word again. 
Too bad I don’t drink. Anyway, I 
grabbed a bottle of water and shut 
my eyes for the hour ride.

We arrived at a gated commu-
nity and drove all the way to the 
back of the development, passing 

some large and fancy estates. We 
entered a gate, and the road curved 
up the side of the mountain. After 
a bunch of switchbacks, we pulled 
up to what looked like a hotel. But 
it wasn’t a hotel, it was someone’s 
home.  I wondered if perhaps this 
was a celebrity’s home, but I 
never did find out, or get to ask, 
for that matter.  

The chauffeur opened the door 
and there were two gentlemen 
standing at the front door. They 
immediately introduced them-
selves. One was the contractor I 
talked with on the phone, and the 
other was an attorney. Oh no, I 
thought. Here we go again, prob-
ably another lawsuit. 

After the brief introductions 
the contractor handed me a large 
envelope. He told me that there 
were several documents in there, 
including some invoices for the 
granite. He also said my check 
was in there as well. I like it when 
a client pays right away. I opened 
the envelope and took out an in-
voice for the granite. I noted that 
it said “Premium Black Absolute 
granite” at a cost of $600,000.00. 

That’s a lot of granite!
For a few minutes, I fumbled 

through some of the other docu-
ments, including letters, memo 
and copies of emails from the 
contractor to the stone supplier - 
thick wad of documentation. “It’ll 
take me a while to wade through 
this, but it looks pretty compre-
hensive,” I said. “Let’s see the 
installation.”  

The contractor ushered me in-
side.  The first thing I noticed was 
that the black granite had some 
major shade differences (see 
the photo, above). As we waked 
though the home, the shade dif-
ference got more obvious and had 
me shaking my head.  

My next step was to test some 
of the granite to see if it had been 
dyed.  I took out my kit and pro-
ceeded to test several pieces of 
granite. As Gomer Pyle would 
say… “Surprise, surprise, sur-
prise!”  Yes, some of it certainly 
was dyed.  Of course, black dyed 
granite is a common problem. 
I have seen it a million times, 
but, in this case, not only was it 
dyed, it also was not what I would 

consider premium granite. 
Now, where this gets tricky is 

there are no comprehensive in-
dustry standards to define what 
is and what isn’t premium. But 
lucky for me and the homeowner, 
many distributors have their own 
definitions for what constitutes 
premium. And guess what? This 
was not what I would consider 
premium, by any definition. Not 
only was the shading variable, but 
some of the gray-colored granite 
had very large crystals. This was 
clearly not premium-quality. I 
told the attorney I would write a 
report. Now, off to the blackjack 
tables  – or should I play poker? I 
was feeling pretty lucky, with an-
other case solved in record time.

The Stone Detective is a fictional 
character created by Dr. Frederick 
M. Hueston, PhD, written to en-
tertain and educate. Dr. Fred has 
written over 33 books on stone and 
tile installations, fabrication and 
restoration and also serves as an 
expert for many legal cases across 
the world. Fred has also been writ-
ing for the Slippery Rock for over 
20 years. Send your comments to 
fhueston@stoneforensics.com.

Exhibit A: High-end installation, Black Absolute large 
format floor tiles. How many color variations can you spot 
in this one photo? Unfortunately, there are no universally 
accepted and enforced Industry standards to define what 

is premium grade Black Absolute, and what is not. 

Time Share 
Transportation

Car rental companies in 
Japan began noticing last 

summer that some customers 
were putting very few miles 
on their vehicles, so they con-
ducted surveys to find out what 
renters are using the cars for, 
reported The Asahi Shimbun, 
and discovered that one in 
eight renters were using cars 
for something besides trans-
portation, to wit: napping 
(most popular activity), a lit-
tle privacy for talking on the 
phone, eating lunch, watching 
TV, putting on Halloween cos-
tumes and doing stretches said 
to reduce the size of the face. 

One anonymous respondent 
admitted she uses rented cars 
to store bags and other belong-
ings because coin-operated 
lockers are sometimes all in 
use. Renting is cheap in Japan, 
costing only a few hundred yen 
(several dollars). At least they 
were honest about it!

mailto:fhueston%40stoneforensics.com?subject=Stone%20Detective
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Call 877-679-1300 
for a no-obligation demo. 

Financing & free training available.

Increase Productivity 
Increase templating & installation speed by 50%; complete more jobs per week.

No More Consumables
Save money with the elimination of luan, coroplast, glue and other materials.

Eliminate Rework & Waste
Template, fabricate & install correctly the first time due to the accuracy of our laser.

Higher Level of Professionalism
Earn customer confidence with technology that correlates with professionalism.

Save Money & The Environment
Reduce gas consumption and emissions with utilization of cars rather than 
trucks due to the compact design of the LT-2D3D. The system’s electronic file 
transfer capabilities also eliminate the need to travel back and forth between 
jobsites and shop.

Get Rid of the Sticks. 
Go Digital.

Make the Move to 
Digital One Step 

at a Time!
Learn more at 

laserproductsus.com/
Go-Digital

The Natural Stone Institute 
would like to thank all 
who participated in the 

2019 Study Tour, held August 
18-21 in Knoxville, Tennessee. 
A total of 66 people attended the 
event, which included a combi-
nation of education, networking, 
and planned recreation. Attendees 
enjoyed visits to several regional 
stone companies and equipment 
manufacturers, as well as activ-
ities that highlighted the culture 
of the region. Attendees also 
participated in a team challenge 
bowling activity and a service 
project to “give back” to the local 
community. 

Alex Barnes, President of 
WF Meyers, commented: “The 
Natural Stone Institute study 
tour is a great way to learn more 
about stone related businesses in 
a certain area, network with other 
industry professionals, and fit in 
some fun activities during your 
down time. The Natural Stone 
Institute team does an excellent 

Natural Stone Institute Hosts 
Successful Knoxville Study Tour

Braxton-Bragg welcomes the NSI Study Tour to Knoxville.  
Regional stone industry businesses were hosts for the tour, 
including nearby Tennessee Stone, BMJ Stone, Tennessee 

Building Stone and Tennessee Marble Company.

job of selecting interesting sites 
to tour, scheduling fun activities, 
and coordinating the logistics.” 
Reid Kubesh, Regional Sales 
Manager for Coldspring, agreed: 
“The Knoxville study tour was 
my first Natural Stone Institute 
tour. It exceeded my expectations 
tremendously! The hosts were 
gracious and you could tell ab-
solutely excited to have us visit. 
Not only was the tour very edu-
cational; the networking and rec-
reational activities were some of 
the most fun things I have done 
all summer.” 

The Natural Stone Institute ex-
tends their thanks to the following 
host companies: Braxton-Bragg, 
Tennessee Stone, BMJ Stone, 
Tennessee Building Stone, and 
Tennessee Marble Company. 

Also thanks go to the follow-
ing sponsors and auction do-
nors: 3D Stone, Ardex Americas, 
BMJ Stone, Bonstone Materials, 
Braxton-Bragg, Carolina Fresh 
Farms, Cleveland Marble 

Mosaic Company, Coldspring, 
Connecticut Stone, Continental 
Cut Stone, Delta Stone Products, 
Eastern Marble & Granite Supply, 
EuroStone Machine USA, Florida 
Custom Marble, Halbert Mill 
Company, Laser Products US, 
LATICRETE International, 
Miles Supply, Mountain Valley 
Stone, Northern Stone Supply, 
Park Industries, Phenix Marble 
Company, Raducz Stone, Salado, 
Schechner Lifson, Simple Stone 
Care, Sturgis Materials, Tennessee 
Building Stone, TexaCon Cut 
Stone, TexaStone Quarries, 
Trow & Holden, TuffSkin 
Surface Protection, Vetter Stone 
Company, and Yonani Industries.

Plans are currently underway 
for the 2020 study tour, which 
will take place in the northern 
PA/southern NY bluestone re-
gion. For the most up-to-date 
information, please visit www.
naturalstoneinstitute.org. 

Some 66 people attended the regional study tour focusing on 
the stone industry in East and Central Tennessee.

http://www.naturalstoneinstitute.org
http://www.naturalstoneinstitute.org
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What’s Next?

Managing customer expectations is even more important with sintered materials.  Many do their own research, and the internet 
has a lot of incorrect information about how stain-proof, indestructible and maintenance-free manufactured stone is. It is OK to 
be skeptical If a manufacturer’s claim sounds too good to be true.

            

Durability – This is actually 
a pro and a con. Sintered stone 
is very durable. However, some 
studies indicate that if a heavy pot 
hits the edge or corner, chipping 
and breaking can occur.  

The warranties put out by the 
various companies differ as 
widely as the product sizes do. 
Some are 15 years, some are 25 
years, and some carry a limited 
lifetime warranty. Some are trans-
ferable, some are not. Most all of 

them do require registration and 
activation by either the fabricator 
or consumer. 

The takeaway here seems to be 
that sintered stone, even though it 
has the word stone in its name, is a 
completely different product than 
natural stone or quartz. You need 
to be familiar with all its qualities 
and drawbacks before you start 
selling it to your customers. You 
should also realize that it needs to 
be handled and fabricated differ-
ently than natural stone or quartz. 
Practice before you cut and polish 
your first “real” project.

Is sintered stone going to be 
the next big thing? Will it be the 
product that consumers look to as 
an alternative to quartz? It’s been 
around a while, and is already 
very popular in some markets as 
a fashionable, eco-friendly mate-
rial, and starting to gain traction 
in some others. 

I guess we will just have to wait 
and see what happens. 

Please send your thoughts on 
this article to Sharon Koehler at 
Sharon@asdrva.rocks.

                                        

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

“OK, I’m not naming names, but whoever is 
draining the temps of their blood and leaving their 

corpses in the supply room, please stop.”

There are some cons to take 
into consideration with sintered 
products.

Consistency – Not all sintered 
stone patterns go all the way 
through the slab. So the edges 
may not show the top pattern.

Fabrication Issues – Some 
practice is highly recommended 
before you try a real job. It does 
require special blades and core 
bits, and careful handling. On 
the Stone Fabricators Alliance it 
is noted that for good seams, the 
edges need to be tapered, and 
they also recommend specially 
formulated bonding compounds 
for mitering (Integra adhesives, 
for example, although there are 
others). 

Also, most fabricators re-
port that sintered stone takes 
much longer to cut than natural 
stone, perhaps due to its density. 
Generally, if you cut too fast, the 
edges will chip and cracking can 
occur – and your expensive sin-
tered slab is basically ruined. In 
fact, some shops cut their sintered 
stone projects last of the day to 
eliminate a potential bottleneck 
from their production.

So, working with sintered stone 
is not for the faint-hearted. It takes 
some practice, special techniques, 
and special equipment. All the 
sintered stone brands have their 
own technical and fabrication 
guides, and each company does 
recommend that you read them to 
get a feel for the product before 
you try to work with it.  

Continued from page 10

mailto:Sharon%40asdrva.rocks?subject=Slippery%20Rock%20Article
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www.braxton-bragg.com • 800-575-4401

Now Available at

ONLY 
$128.25

8 8 5 5

https://www.braxton-bragg.com/alpha-ecoguard-w-series-dust-collection-cover.html
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Walnut Grove shares this natural 
resource and hunting and fishing spot 
with the neighboring town of Ash 
Grove. The land abuts the Phenix 
Marble quarry, and was once owned 
by the company. It is now in the pub-
lic trust and is known as the Phenix 
Access. 

Today, Walnut Grove does not 
flourish quite like it did in the early 
1900s; its population has taken a dip.  
Even though the Phenix Quarry is 
once again a successfully running op-
eration, workers nowadays have better 
means of transportation than they did 
pre-Great Depression, and workers 
can commute from diverse, more dis-
tant places. 

In Walnut Grove, the long associa-
tion with nearby Phenix Marble has 
left a rich history. If you ever have 
a chance to visit this pleasant place, 
keep your eye out for the historical 
Fleuri or Napoleon cut Phenix. A walk 
around this lovely small town will re-
veal a thousand stories, just waiting to 
be told by friendly residents like Mr. 
Stepp.

For more information, visit the web-
site phenixmarble.com/overview

Phenix Marble and Walnut Grove
Continued from page 7

Laid as a pavement in 
front of the high school, 
engraved slabs of Fleuri 
cut Phenix marble record 
decades of senior grads, 
teachers and sponsors.

Below: This group por-
trait from the 1940s hangs 
in the Walnut Grove City 
Hall, and is a good example 
of the many workers from 
nearby towns that Phenix 
Marble employed in the 
past century. Phenix Mar-
ble has been a good neigh-
bor to the area, in more 
ways than one.

Dear Slippery Rock…
Continued from page 11

The fracture looks natural to 
me — it looks like a joint filled 
with calcite, which is especially 
recognizable from the subtle lines 
and milky white color within the 
mineral deposit.

Hopefully they can transport 
the piece and get it installed - 
and/or if it does break, perhaps 
it’s repairable since the fracture 
is already there and it won’t look 
much different if they ended up 
needing to repair it along that 
plane. … Sometimes the filled 
joints are stronger than the rest 
of the rock, but sometimes not.

Often customers are okay with 
something once they are assured 
they are not having the wool 
pulled over their eyes. Offering a 
credible explanation for why the 
feature is in the stone seems to 
help people come around to it. 
Once they know the ’story’ they 
often tend to like it!

–Best Regards,
Karin Kirk

From: Fred Hueston
Stone Forensics

Hello Slippery Rock,
What I can tell from the pic – lucky 
it’s a higher resolution photo – it 
does look like a natural vein. One 
way to tell would be to run your 
fingernail across it. If your finger nail 
catches, it may be a crack. If it doesn’t 
catch then it may be a natural fissure. 
Another method we use is to take a 
blue light and exam it. If it was a crack 
and it was filled with a resin, it will 
show up under the light.
Hope this helps!
Fred

———
We forwarded these two expert opin-

ions on to the homeowner.
We hope he’ll accept our advice, but 

it will be up to him to apologize to the 
fabricator and accept this stone with a 
interesting geologic story. It certainly is in 
the best interests of both parties. 

Fabricators: here’s a case where a little 
knowledge of geology could help you out 
of a dispute. Learn as much as possible 
about the different features of stone you 
sell and install, and educate your clients. 

http://www.phenixmarble.com/new-page-1
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WE gather today to 
pay seasonal 

homage to sugar, corn 
syrup, titanium dioxide 
and food dyes Yellow 5 
and 6, Red 3, and Blue 1, 
all lovingly blended into a 
tooth-rotting, belt-expand-
ing, artery-clogging deli-
cacy known as candy corn.

I have written previously 
about this Halloween treat. 
I expect to write about it in 
the future. When something 
as heaven-sent as candy 
corn is concerned, overwrit-
ing isn’t possible.

Candy corn is to October 
what watermelon is to July. 
It is one of the four principal 
food groups—along with 
raspberry preserves, bacon, 
and Jack Daniel’s—recom-
mended for a healthy daily 
diet by the USDA and AMA. 
Surely it was worshiped by 
earlier civilizations like 
the Mesopotamians. (I’m 
not quite certain who they 

Sam Venable 
Department of Irony

Evil Mutants

were, but their name sounds 
regal enough to merit candy 
corn.)

Would you dare approach 
Thanksgiving without tur-
key? Christmas without a 
tree? Valentine’s Day with-
out roses? St. Paddy’s with-
out green beer? Fourth of 
July without fireworks?

Of course not. Nor should 
you entertain any thoughts 
of Halloween without hav-
ing at least one hand, prefer-
ably both, stuck wrist-deep 
in a bag of this sugar-ker-
neled nirvana.

Alas, there are storm 
clouds on the horizon. Evil 
mutant candy corn has been 
created, threatening to ruin 
this culinary experience. 
Someone needs to alert the 
FBI before this nonsense 
mushrooms into a full-
blown national catastrophe. 

But chocolate-colored 
and chocolate-tasting candy 
corn is an affront to the eyes 
and taste buds alike. People 
of proper breeding and man-
ners avoid it.

The people at Brach’s 
have further sinned by for-
mulating a caustic purgative 
known as “caramel candy 
corn.” Bleech II!

Caramel itself is divine. 
I recommend it straight or 
melted on apples. But not 
cooked into candy corn. 
Some food combos are sim-
ply not meant to be.

Guava paste on pork bar-
becue, for instance. Lime 
Jello atop pumpkin pie. 

I should’ve suspected 
chicanery was afoot. After 
all, confectioners have been 
messing with traditional 
Halloween candy corn for 
years. Congressional ac-
tion may be required to 
thwart this steady erosion 
of American ideals.

They started by adding 
chocolate. Bleech!

Not that there’s anything 
wrong with chocolate—
from Hershey to Ghirardelli 
and all points in between. 
Chocolate is fine on vanilla 
ice cream. Also in Reese’s 
cups. Also drizzled atop 
cherries, strawberries, and 
apricots.

Bagels and sawmill gravy. 
That sort of mismatch. The 
same holds true with cara-
mel and candy corn.

Indeed, the only mu-
tated form of candy corn 
your obedient servant can 
recommend with a clear 
conscience, not to men-
tion rumbling belly, is the 
round, orange candy corn 
pumpkin.

True, these babies don’t 
appeal to the eye like good 
ol’ orange, yellow and 
white-tipped candy corn 
kernels. However, they are 
positively delicious. And 

their generous size en-
sures you advance to the 
tooth-rotting, belt-expand-
ing, artery-clogging stage 
that much faster.

I must close now and hie 
myself to the store for a ten-
bag purchase. I hear sup-
plies are limited this year.

Sam Venable is an au-
thor, stand-up comedian, 
and humor columnist 
for the Knoxville (TN) 
News Sentinel. He may be 
reached at sam.venable@
outlook.com.

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

“The buck does stop here. Then the buck and I have 
some coffee, chat for a bit, and I send it down 

to Simmons. Let him deal with it.”

mailto:sam.venable%40outlook.com?subject=
mailto:sam.venable%40outlook.com?subject=
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The 1/2” Gas Adaptor is available in Left-Handed (14-101-11) and Right-handed (14-101-10) threading.

The Leatherhead attached to a 
5-axis saw via 1/2” Gas Adaptor.

Booth #3465
January 27-30 | Las Vegas, NV

• Every product is designed, manufactured, warehoused and assembled in the USA
• The highest quality with the lowest prices in the industry...PERIOD!
• More than 20 years of experience and knowledge at your disposal
• BLICK INDUSTRIES - The name and enterprise you can count on!

2245 Laguna Canyon Road, Laguna Beach, CA 92651 USA | Phone: (949) 499-5026 | Fax: (949) 499-1398 Scan Me
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800-575-4401www.braxton-bragg.com

BEST Brands!
BEST Guarantee!

BEST Service!
BEST Rates!

The Brand with 
More BITE!

Quartzite, Ultra Compact Surfaces (UCS), 
Marble, Quartz, & Granite 

From Blades, to Pads, to Core Bits, 
the Viper Product Line Covers Every Surface

The NEW Species of Viper
Blades and Core Bits

Viper 7-Step 
Granite Diamond 

Wet Polishing Pads

Viper 3-Step Dry 
Polishing Pads

Viper 7-Step 
Quartz Diamond 

Wet Polishing Pad

Viper Quartzite

Viper Ultra 
Compact 
Surfaces

™

Viper Porcelain

Viper Granite 
and Quartz

Viper Marble Side Cut
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Stone Restoration and 
Maintenance Corner
Dos and Don’ts to Remember

Bob Murrell 
M3 Technologies
Photos by Bob MurrellI have written many arti-

cles regarding certain 
products to avoid 

around marble, limestone, 
onyx, terrazzo, and other 
calcium-based materials – 
but it bears repeating. Acids 
are one of marble’s  biggest 
enemies. Of course, strong 
alkalines, such as highly 
ammoniated window clean-
ers (like Windex) or oven 
cleaners, can also be dam-
aging. And as expected, 
these blemishes must be 
honed and re-polished to 
remove.

Even certain granites can 
be harmed by chemicals. I 
have seen etching where a 
tomato was left on a black 
granite countertop for an 
extended period which re-
sulted in a bleached effect. 
It also bears repeating that 
Black granite is not a true 
granite. It is more than 
likely a basalt, anorthosite, 
gabbro, or similar igne-
ous material. In any case, 
these stones can be subject 
to attack by certain chem-
icals, though they are not 

sometimes be necessary. 
This is something to be 
aware of, especially in the 
insect-active month; I have 
seen this problem several 
times this year.

Let’s go over some of the 
“Don’ts” to start, so you 
can hopefully avoid many 
of these issues in the first 
place. 

First and foremost, al-
ways tell your clients to 
never use products that are 

normally as sensitive as cal-
cium-based materials are. 
About the only thing you 
can do in this type situation 
is to re-blacken the stone, 
either with a dye or res-
in-type product. Heck, I’ve 
even seen magic marker and 
shoe polish used. (BTW, if 
this DIY fix makes you roll 
your eyes, there actually are 
black stone waxes available 
for professionals.) Whatever 
it takes, ya know?     

Acids and alkalines can 
sometimes draw out the 
natural oils in certain stones 
like slate and other similar 
materials. This would leave 
them very dry and chalky 
looking. This can normally 
be rectified with the use of 
color enhancers or topical 
acrylic sealers.   

Bug sprays can actually 
be acidic in solution. Re-
polishing areas that were 
sprayed or over sprayed 
with pesticides may 

not specifically made for 
use on natural stone. You 
would think that this would 
be a fairly easy rule to fol-
low. Unfortunately, this is 
probably one of the biggest 
causes for acid etching and 
alkaline burns on natural 
stone surfaces. 

Never tell anyone to use 
vinegar (a much touted 
“natural” cleaner), abrasive 
powders, or for that mat-
ter, any product that is not 

Above, left and right: before and after restoration shows how improper use of simple household clean-
ing products and spillage can etch and damage a marble counter. Fortunately, this antique Black marble 
was honed and repolished back to its former glory – but not without a lot of time and effort.

Etching and discoloration resulting from spillage of 
an acidic bowl cleaner. Apparently, the maintenance 
worker was careless when moving  between a men’s 

and women’s commercial restroom. 

manufactured specifically 
for use on natural stone.

There is also a problem 
with many homeowner-tar-
geted topical coatings, 
which are being misapplied 
to natural stone surfaces. 
Mop and glow, Rejuvenate, 
and other similarly labeled 
products should not nor-
mally be used on marble, 
granite and most all natural 
stone. 

Restoration contractors 
have to remove these both-
ersome coatings first, before 
they can restore the surface 
to its natural and intended 
beauty. This ends up cost-
ing the client more, as ad-
ditional steps are required.

I am not usually a fan of 
topical coatings, but there 
are certain applications 
where a sacrificial surface is 
necessary. Concrete and ter-
razzo guards are used spar-
ingly to help protect these 
surfaces from acidic spills 
and heavy traffic wear. 
Make sure if you are going 
to apply a topical coating 
on any stone or masonry 
surface to follow the direc-
tions implicitly. Normally, 
multiple thin applications 
are better than overly thick 
ones. If you are applying an 
acrylic, urethane, or epoxy 
and you leave application 
marks, dust, bubbles, or 

any other imperfections in 
the coating, some times you 
are basically stuck with the 
less-than-professional re-
sults. What’s worse, many 
of these topical products 
can only be efficiently re-
moved by grinding. 

If you have a slate or tex-
tured stone, grinding is not 
applicable. You should be 
aware that methylene chlo-
ride (used for stripping)  is 
basically no longer avail-
able, at least at most big 
box and hardware stores. 
I’m not trying to scare you, 
just make you aware of the 
potential problematic issues 
with the use of these types 
of products. 

 
Now, let’s take a look at 

some “dos”. Maybe we can 
alleviate some potential is-
sues by prescribing proper 
maintenance procedures.    

Always try to both ed-
ucate and provide your 
clients with the correct 
products to use on their 
installation. When certain 
non stone-friendly products 
must be used, all neces-
sary precautions should be 
used to protect the stone, 
by masking the stone with 
plastic and either painter’s 
tape or polyvinyl (water 
proof) tape. 

Please turn to page 21

After grinding and repolishing, this Tennessee 
marble floor is once again looking spectacular.
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Stone Restoration and 
Maintenance Corner

boards and coasters. This will help 
prevent scratching, etching, and 
water spots (mineral deposits). 

If your client needs to spray in-
secticides or use strong window 
cleaners, please make sure that 
they use protective masking prod-
ucts. Tarps, tape where necessary, 
and to generally be careful when 
using these products around nat-
ural stone surfaces will help. All 
spills and any overspray should be 
wiped up as soon as possible.   

Being cognizant of what hap-
pens to certain marbles and other 
natural stones when they are 
exposed to acids or alkalines is 
step one. This will help most to 
understand what happens to their 
stone when exposed to these ex-
treme pH levels. Of course, this 
doesn’t mean they will never have 
incidents, but hopefully this will 
help them enjoy their stone sur-
faces more, and minimize your 
“could’ve been prevented” return 
trips. 

You will be masking off all ad-
jacent areas anyway when doing 
any kind of restoration work on 
the stone. 

So when the need arises for 
certain products that may be 
in question, like a toilet bowl 
cleaner (which is normally an 
acidic product), use a chemical 
formula like Majestic Toilet Bowl 
Cleaner, which is non-acidic. Use 
either Majestic No-Rinse Neutral 
Cleaner or Majestic Stone Plus 
for routine cleaning of all natu-
ral stone surfaces. Both of these 
products are pH neutral and great 
for all surfaces that are safe for 
water (even on mirrors). Every 
client, both residential and com-
mercial, should be left with some 
of Majestic No-Rinse Neutral 
Cleaner or the Stone Plus.  

All restoration professionals 
should not only recommend the 
use of correct maintenance prod-
ucts, but also the use of cutting 

Continued from page 20

As always, I recommend sub-
mitting a test area to confirm the 
results and the procedure prior to 
starting a stone or hard surface 
restoration or maintenance proj-
ect. Remember to use your smart-
phone or camera to take plenty of 
before and after pics! Also, the 
best way to help ensure success is 
by partnering with a good distrib-
utor that knows the business. They 
can help with technical support, 
product purchase decisions, lo-
gistics, and other pertinent project 
information.

Bob Murrell has worked in the 
natural stone industry for over 40 
years and is well known for his 
expertise in natural stone, tile and 
decorative concrete restoration 
and maintenance. He helped de-
velop some of the main products 
and processes which revolution-
ized the industry, and is currently 
the Director of Operations for M3 
Technologies.

Masking and protecting 
adjacent stone surfaces prior 
to spraying insecticides is 
essential for protecting your 
client’s expensive investment.
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Please turn to page 23

Soapstone Counters:  
Patina or Polish?

A Philly Chef Explains His Preference

Steven Schrenk 
PolycorWhen Loïc Barnieu moved 

to his new home last 
year, he knew a complete 

kitchen renovation was high on the 
list of home projects. It’s on the 
wish list for a lot of homeowners, 
but the urgency makes perfect sense 
when you realize that Barnieu is an 
award-winning CEO and executive 
chef of four restaurants in the greater 
Philadelphia area: Diego’s Cantina 
& Tequila Bar, La Belle Epoque 
Café, and Sterling Pig Brewery, all 
in Media, and Sterling Pig Public 
House in nearby West Chester.

“For me, I like to be involved in 
the design of my restaurants; you 

have to find a balance between 
design and efficiency to be able 
to run the kitchen,” says Barnieu. 
“So, when I design something like 
a kitchen, it needs to look good, 
but it also needs to be workable. 

Whatever I do, I have to make sure 
that the flow is correct.”

Rather than work with a designer 
on this project, this high-profile 
chef (and father of four) designed 
the brand-new kitchen himself. He 
spoke with design industry friends 
and partnered with professionals, 
but the fundamentals of the design 
were his decisions alone— which is 
just how he wanted it.

“When you work with a designer, 
you have papers and a drawing, and 

I didn’t have any of that. I had what 
was in my mind and I had to bring 
my ideas,” Barnieu said.

The first step was to remove a 
small shed at the back of the house, 
making a blank slate for the chef to 

Barnieu designed his island around a prominent vein in the 
Alberene Soapstone.

This kitchen features a double-sided waterfall island 
fabricated from Alberene Soapstone quarried in Virginia.

This light, bright kitchen favors understated finishes, natural materials, and plenty of sunshine.

create this custom space. A roughly 
17-by-18-foot addition was added to 
the house for an all-new kitchen and 
includes many features that the chef 
required – primarily plenty of open 
counter space and natural light.

“This kitchen is amazing because 

I have so much light and there is so 
much room,” he said. “It’s easy to 
prep, it’s easy to cook; it’s a very 
efficient layout.”

To establish that open feel, 
Barnieu knew early on that he would 
forgo upper cabinets and instead 

create plentiful storage around the 
lower perimeter with extensive 
kitchen cabinetry.

“I find that upper cabinets clutter 
the room,” Barnieu said. “I wanted 
that feeling of open space, and also 
because we built that addition to the 
end of the house, I wanted to let in a 
lot of natural light.”

When it came to making the deci-
sion on the right surface to top all of 
the cabinets, Barnieu turned to his 
friend Alexandra Niedbalski, Senior 
VP of Sales at Polycor. He knew he 
wanted a strong surface that could 
handle a hot pot, and that he didn’t 
want anything high maintenance.

Barnieu traded traditional 
upper cabinets for ample 
under counter storage and 
open shelving.
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“She knows how I am as a cook—
she felt like soapstone was the right 
stone to have in my kitchen because 
of its strength,” he said. “I like to 
be able to put the pots and pans di-
rectly on the countertop. She said 
that soapstone would be right for the 
way I work in a kitchen.”

So,  Alberene Soapstone is used 
throughout the kitchen, on the coun-
tertops and on the substantial center 
island, which has a waterfall on both 
ends.

“I love the waterfall – love it,” 
Barnieu said. “Sometimes people 
just put it on the side you see the 

Continued from page 22

The chef and CEO of four 
Philly restaurants prefers 
patina over polish and so 
left his Alberene soapstone 
countertops untreated.

This commercial grade stove can handle anything the professional chef can stir up, 
though these days “it’s mostly crepes for kids,” he says.

Barnieu designed his home 
kitchen for aesthetics and 
function, with nothing sacri-
ficed other than his own time, 
which he was happy to give.

most, but I put it on both sides.”
The natural variations of Alberene 

Soapstone were just what this chef 
wanted, and he is particularly smit-
ten with the prominent vein featured 
on the island. This soapstone which 
is quarried in Virginia, is a very even 
and consistent silky blue grey sur-
face, with occasional white veining.

“I asked them to capture the vein 
when they cut the stone,” he said. 
“I wanted the vein where it is to 
break the continuity of the island 
countertop.”

The vein wasn’t the only natural 
element of the soapstone that the 
chef wanted to keep – he also kept 

the stone untreated with its honed 
finish. When enhanced with wax 
or oil Alberene soapstone takes on 
a deep black tone unlike others that 
turn more green.  The natural blue 
grey look though seems to be espe-
cially popular with chefs.

“The surface has character. It’s not 
smooth, but it’s not rough either,” 
Barnieu said. “It’s not polished, it 
has some texture to it. That’s what 
I like about soapstone; the more you 
use it, as it gets older, the patina of 
the stone gets more and more charm-
ing — and I use it quite often.”

The countertop is the star of the 
show, up against clean and simple 

white walls and traditional white 
subway tile. The floor is tile as well, 
laid in a herringbone pattern to draw 
a clear distinction between the exist-
ing floor and the new space. Being 
a professional chef meant Barnieu 
made a couple of choices that the 
average cook might not make; in-
cluding installing a pot filler above 
his cooktop, which is a 6-burner gas 
range with a griddle and two ovens.

“Nobody needs that big of a stove 
in a house, but it has the convenience 
where if you have a party, one oven 
can be your holding oven where you 
just keep it at 300 degrees and you 
can still cook with those other ones,” 
he said. “I could cook for 50 people 
on a stove like that.”

He hasn’t done that yet, but is con-
sidering hosting a fundraiser at his 
home soon. In the meantime, this 
award-winning chef is working on 
pleasing a smaller, but more chal-
lenging crowd—his four children.

“There are some kids who eat 
everything, but not mine,” Barnieu 

said. “We do have a tradition now 
where every weekend I make crepes 
for them. That’s how I get them 
out of their room, to stop playing 
games.”

The family moved into the house a 
little over a year ago, and the kitchen 
project began about six months later. 
The project took about three months 
from start to finish, and while most 
people struggle during that time — 
making meals in microwaves and 
washing dirty dishes in the bathroom 
— being a professional chef meant 
that Barnieu had his choice of his 
four restaurants for every meal. That 
might be one reason why he wasn’t 
concerned about how long the proj-
ect might take, but his fundamental 
faith in his design vision gave him 

another reason to not worry — or 
hurry.

“I didn’t rush it. I didn’t want to 
rush it,” Barnieu said. “Because I 
designed it myself it took more time, 
and I’m happy with that. By taking 
my time I was able to create it ex-
actly the way I wanted it.”
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A plumber renovating the 
former Centralia High 

School in Centralia, Illinois, un-
earthed a 75-year-old trove of 
memories in late June. 

Blast from the Past Inside a bathroom wall heat 
vent, he discovered 15 women’s 
wallets, all from students at the 
school in the mid-1940s. The cash 
was missing, but photographs, 
IDs and other materials were still 
in the billfolds. 

“The time this is from, the war 

is ending,” said Seth Baltzell, 
pastor of the City Hope Church, 
which is converting the building. 
“So there are lots of things like 
pictures of soldiers.” 

Baltzell posted pictures of the 
wallets on Facebook, and rela-
tives of 89-year-old Betty June 

AN 8-year-old boy is un-
scathed after taking 

his parents’ car for a joyride on 
Germany’s high-speed autobahn 
one Thursday.

Police in the western city of 
Soest said the boy’s mother called 
just after midnight to report that 
her son, who is a car lover, had 
driven off in her automatic trans-
mission Volkswagen Golf.

The boy regularly drives go-
carts and bumper cars, police said 
in a press release.

Police launched a search of the 
highway but it was his mother 
who found him about 30 minutes 
later at a rest stop west of the city.

“I only wanted to drive around 
a bit,” the boy said, according to 
police.

But the highway speeds of 
roughly 86 miles per hour in the 
dark left the boy feeling uncom-
fortable. He decided to pull over 
in the rest area, parking in the cor-
ner of the lot and turning on his 
hazard lights, police said.

By some miracle, no injuries or 
damages were reported.

Car Culture

Road Warriors

Four Australian kids took 
running away from home to 

a new level last July when they 
wrote a goodbye note and ab-
sconded with cash, fishing gear 
and an SUV belonging to one of 
their parents. 

The three boys and one girl, 
aged 10 to 14, left Rockhampton 
in Queensland and headed south 
to Grafton, a trip of more than 
600 miles. Along the way, they 
twice bought gas without paying 
and survived a short police chase 
in New South Wales, which was 
terminated by the highway pa-
trol “due to age of the driver and 
road conditions,” Acting Police 
Inspector Darren Williams told 
Fox News. 

The next day, around 10:30 
p.m., police finally caught up with 
the kids, who locked the doors 
and refused to exit the car. An of-
ficer broke a window with a baton 
to gain entry. The young thieves 
will be charged, but they couldn’t 
be questioned until their parents 
showed up–they were too young.

Sissom of Chesterfield, Missouri, 
saw them. 

“I remember I lost my wal-
let,” Sissom told KSDK. “Oh 
my goodness, look at the boys’ 
pictures I have... They took all 
the money, huh?” Sorry, Betty. 
That’s a really cold case.

800-575-4401www.braxton-bragg.com

Stone Shield has high performance, high quality products 
from sealers and adhesives, to color enhancers and caulk, 

compatible with granite, marble, travertine and engineered stone.

Get Seamless Seams  
on White Material

With the current kitchen trend of using 
light-colored stone, this translucent 
adhesive provides better color matching, 
and is designed for a stronger bond.

Exclusively available at:
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Filter Project Dry Dust Collection Booths are all stainless steel, 
heavy duty, dry dust collectors.
With the additional requirements initiated by OSHA for Silica in 
the granite and engineered stone, the Filter Project Clean Air Dry 
Dust Collection Booths will be a major advantage in removing 
silica dust from the air.

How does the Dry Dust Collection Booth Work?
The Filter Project Dry Dust Collectors have specially designed cloth filtering 

sleeves inside the Dust Collector. The Dry Dust Suction Wall’s 
powerful motors create a strong vacuum that pulls the dust particles 

horizontally from the work bench directly into the dust suction wall, then pulls it 
down to the bottom of the wall and inside the unit. The cloth filtering sleeves trap 
the dust and only allows 99.99% clean air to come out of the top. The dust is then 
collected in the catch basin draw at the bottom. Every day or once a week simply 
empty the dust that has been collected in the bottom of the catch basin. The Filter 
Project Dry Dust Collection Booth comes with a 3 ft (1 meter) extension enclosure that 
provides additional dust control and greater vacuum efficiency. 6 ft (2 meter) extension 
enclosures are available as options.
Filter Project Automatic Dry Dust Collector are available in 10 FT (3 meter) and 13 FT (4 
meter). 6.5 FT (2 meter) available by special order only.

The Filter Project Dry Dust Collector Booth is made to trap 
99.99% of Dust from Granite, Marble, Engineered Stone, 

Quartz, Quartzite, and other airborne particles.

Automatic Dry Dust
Collection Booths

Are you compliant with OSHA Crystalline Silica rules and guidelines?

Visit your preferred Weha distributor to purchase • more info at www.wehausa.com

ALSO AVAILABLE Wet Dust Collection Booth Water Walls
The Filter Project Wet Dust Collection Booth Water Wall Dust collector is 
an all aluminum, heavy duty, wet dust collector designed to trap 90% of 

dust from Granite, Marble, Engineered Stone, Quartz, Quartzite, and other 
airborne particles.

The Filter Project Water Dust Collection Booth comes with a 3 ft (1 meter) extension 
enclosure that provides additional dust control and great vacuum efficiency. 6 ft 
(2 meter) extension enclosures are available as options.
Filter Project Water Wall Dust Collector are available in 10 FT (3 meter) and 13 FT 
(4 meter). 6.5 FT (2 meter) available by special order only.
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The Slippery Rock Marketplace

www.wilsonsaws.com 
Manufacturing Stone Processing 

Equipment Since 1982.                        
706-213-6725 

Used by 11 out of 12  fabricators of the year

www.laserproductsus.com

A WHOLE  OTHER LEVEL
OF PERFORMANCE

us.zenesistechnology.com

www.wehausa.com
info@wehausa.com

1-877-315-4761

We produce durable, easy-to-use stone 
processing and handling equipment that 
will help the stone fabricator increase 

production while decreasing costs.
www.rye-corp.com

MADE IN THE USA FAB KING • HUSKY • PRISM MITER  
RENEGADE • RYDRATOR • TILT-A-SLAB

AKEMI for over 80 years is your leading partner for 
filler and adhesive systems based on polyester and 

epoxy resin. Our products are used worldwide by pro-
fessionals in the stone processing industry.

Since 1933...
the original and 
most trusted seam 
adhesive

www.akemi.com

Available at www.braxton-bragg.com

braxton-bragg.com
800-575-4401

Call 800-575-4401 for New Vinyl Ester

www.groves.com  |  P: 800.991.2120  |  sales@groves.com

STORAGE
FABRICATION

TRANSPORTATION

CNC Tooling for 
Natural Stone and  
Dekton

www.braxton-bragg.com
NOW AVAILABLE AT

www.braxton-bragg.com

“One of the things you can always depend on – this 
is one of the truths of the universe, and you heard it 
first from here – whatever we decide we want to do 

is what we do.” – Morgan Freeman

Hoard your Eggos and 
grab some Christmas 

lights, things are about to 
get strange at Universal 
theme parks.

It may be far from 
the season for scares, 
but Universal Studios 
Hollywood and Universal 
Orlando Resort are al-
ready teasing their bravest 
park-goers with new thrills 
coming to Halloween 
Horror Nights in 2019.

The spooky event will 
once again feature a 
haunted maze inspired by 

and throw them into the 
world of the Upside Down, 
where deadly demogorgons 
are known to lurk.

Stranger Things 3 jumps 
forward in time to 1985, 
and so will the maze expe-
rience, according to a re-
lease from Universal, who 
has once again teamed up 
with the show runners to 
create an authentically ter-
rifying trip.

Alongside the mazes, the 
streets of each park will 
transform into various scare 
zones, where scare-actors 
dressed as villainous movie 

the hugely popular super-
natural series Stranger 
Things, but this year’s 
experience will pick up 
where the last left off, 
featuring inspiration from 
seasons 2 and 3 (which 
premiered July 4) of the 
Netflix show.

The mazes on both 
coasts will transport visi-
tors to Hawkins, Indiana, 
as a predatory entity is 
terrorizing the small town, 

characters are sure to make 
guests jump out of their 
skin. Alongside the mazes, 
the streets of each park will 
transform into various scare 
zones, where scare-actors 
dressed as villainous movie 
characters are sure to make 
guests jump out of their 
skin.

This event is advertised 
as a limited-attraction, with 
ticket packages now avail-
able through Universal.

Universal Reveals Its Stranger 
Things –Themed 2019 

Halloween Horror Maze

http://www.wilsonsaws.com
http://www.laserproductsus.com
http://www.rockcreteusa.com
http://www.zenesistechnology.com
http://www.wehausa.com
http://www.rye-corp.com
http://www.blickindustries.com
http://www.eemllc.com
http://www.akemi.com
https://www.braxton-bragg.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=Stone+Shield
https://www.braxton-bragg.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=hercules
http://www.groves.com
https://www.braxton-bragg.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=Diamut
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
For Sale

ScandInvent AB - Cn Cut C-3 2004. 
ScandInvent AB Cn Cut C-3 for sale. 
Purchased new in 2004 and in good 
condition now. This small bed, CNC 
is for sale by the original owner for 
$12,500.00. Please call or email for 
pictures. Contact: Hunter Olive,  910-
484-5277,  bette@oliveglassandmar-
ble.com.

_____________

Business Opportunities

How Many More Sales Do You 
Want This Month? Let’s partner up 
and grow your business. We have been 
helping granite fabricators since 2009 
go from commercial to build a direct 
to consumer marketing channel. With 
over 20 million in countertop sales at 
this time, we will help you Sell More 
Granite. Call 877-877-1916 or visit 
www.FireUps.com for more details. 

___________ 

Help Wanted

Alpha Granite is seeking a 
Countertop Install Helper I to assist 
with installation of stone countertops 
and other surfaces. No experience 
required in the stone industry but the 
ideal candidate will have a minimum 
of one year of construction experi-
ence. Other related industry experi-
ence in remodeling, tiling, carpentry 
and/or construction will be helpful. 
A successful candidate will have the 
ability to represent our company by 
interfacing with customers and con-
tractors with a positive & profes-
sional attitude. This position reports 
to the Lead Installer onsite and Install 
Manager. Responsibilities: • Assist 
Lead Installer in all aspects of coun-
tertop installation process • Check and 
maintain assigned Alpha Granite vehi-
cle with proper fluids and tire pres-
sure • Ensure assigned Alpha Granite 
vehicle is clean at end of day • Assist 
install team in loading and unloading 
company vehicles with items neces-
sary to complete installs • Assist in 
job clean-up after install • Inventory 
tools and ensure they are collected 
and returned to assigned Alpha Granite 
vehicle at the end of each job • Label 
pieces for install prior to dispatch 
• Report safety issues immediately 
Minimum Qualifications: • Must be 
able to work a flexible schedule that 
may include working outside the typi-
cal schedule of Mon-Fri, and overtime 

lift, squat and stand for long periods 
• Must be proficient in using GPS 
system and reading maps • Candidate 
MUST be bilingual with the ability 
to speak, read and write English and 
Spanish and communicate effectively 
by phone The Preferred Candidate Will 
Possess: • Previous experience with 
home improvement, design, granite, 
flooring and/or cabinetry • Experience 
installing granite, quartz, and/or solid 
surface counter tops • An understand-
ing of the fabrication process capable 
of reading blue prints & shop drawings 

• Able to complete a satisfactory phys-
ical exam, background check (criminal 
and motor vehicle), and drug screen • 
Must hold valid Texas driver’s license 
- with a clean record • Maintain pro-
fessional appearance • Must be able 
to accurately read a measuring tape & 
read and interpret installation drawings 
• Must be able to use hand tools and 
power tools • Must be able to lift 100+ 
pounds • Must be able to wear pro-
tective equipment that includes steel 
toe shoes, eye wear and face mask • 
Must be able to climb stairs, ladders, 

TOUGH TOOLS

METAL, GRANITE & MARBLE
Call For 
FREE
Samples1-800-851-8464

TOUGH TOOLS

PAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERS

METAL, GRANITE & MARBLE

1-800-851-8464
METAL, GRANITE & MARBLE

PAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERSPAINT MARKERS

METAL TIP

Writes on 
Most Surfaces
. Metal . Plastic
. Rubber . Glass
. Wood . Stone 
. Wet . Oily Surfaces
  and much more!

FOR USE 
IN ALL 
FABRICATION

Become a Stone & Tile Inspector
Stone Forensics is now offering 

its popular Stone Inspection Sem-
inar as an affordable, self guided 
PowerPoint presentation. 

Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile 
Inspection course and learn how 
to take your skills to the next level 
as a certified stone inspector. 
Evaluate installations, understand 
crack propagation, troubleshoot 
failures, learn problem solving for 
stain removal, efflorescence, lip-
page, and more.

• Learn physical and chemical  
 testing, troubleshoot problems
• Earn Up to $300 per hour
• Includes class manual & three 
 technical calls to Dr. Fred

Call 321-514-6845 Visit www.stoneforensics.com

Troubleshooting 
pitting and spalling, 
moisture and rust 
damage will be 
covered in Dr. Fred’s 
4-day, in-depth 
class.

• Excellent organizational skills and be 
task driven • A strong work ethic, be 
honest, punctual and a positive team 
player Compensation: • Salary range: 
$13 - $15 per hour based on experience 
• Health insurance benefits offered after 
first 90 days • Paid Time Off • Paid 
holidays • Opportunity for growth and 
apprenticeship toward Lead Installer 
role  Contact: Alpha Granite & Tile,  
512-834-8746,  hr@alphagraniteaustin.
com.

Stone Care

ATTENTION Fabricators: 
To discover how you can make 
extra money selling this prod-
uct call 800-575-4401 and ask for 
details. FINALLY, Seal, Protect, 
Polish, Enhance and Clean Stone with 
consumer friendly Supreme Surface 
Cleaners. Supreme Surface stone care 
products offer the most advanced clean-
ing and conditioning technology avail-
able on the market today. The line of 
products with the exclusive ioSeal™ pro-
tectants are formulated to be more than 
just granite cleaners and cleaning prod-
ucts for natural stone. Using Supreme 

Surface products with ioSeal™ is a daily 
treatment, formulated to condition as 
well as improve the look and feel of 
your granite countertops, quartz count-
ers, marble and other stone surfaces, as 
well as protecting them against common 
issues such as stains, hard water spots, 
soap scum build-up and more. Supreme 
Surface cleaners for natural stone 
are non-toxic and 100% naturally 
derived. Unlike other granite cleaners 
and cleaning products for natural stone, 
Supreme Surface cleaners are designed 
to clean and polish your stone, and then 
ionically seal and protect against stains 
with ioSeal protectants. With every use, 
you will noticeably improve the feel 
and reflection of granite countertops, 
enhance the colors of tumbled and 
honed travertine, marble and more. Log 
on to www.consumerstonecare.com.

Ads not meeting guidelines will not 
be published. 
• We are again offering FREE online 
and print line ads for 2019! Ads 
may be renewed or discontinued by 
contacting the Slippery Rock Gazette 
via email or fax at 865-688-2076.

•To submit a print or online classified 
ad, use the online form at www.
slipperyrockgazette.net/listingform – 

you will be sent a confirmation email. 
Send other ad inquiries to publisher@
slipperyrockgazette.net.

•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad. 
All classified ads must be typed–No ads 
taken over the phone–No exceptions. 

•Please review all your ad info before 
submitting – The Slippery Rock is not 
responsible for ads submitted with the 
wrong contact info or content.

2019-2020 Classified Ad Deadlines

Classified Ad Guidelines

Issue Ad Submission Deadline

November 2019 Wednesday, September 25, 2019

December 2019 Wednesday, October 23, 2019

January 2020 Wednesday, November 20, 2019

•132 TON SPLITTING FORCE   

• 25.2” BLADE LENGTH and   
 17.72” SPLITTING HEIGHT
•15 KW PUMP UPGRADE   
 PRODUCING BLADE SPEEDS of;
• 6.39” PER SECOND DESCENT   
 7.17” PER SECOND RETRACT 
•TESTED and PRESSURES SET   
 PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ̃  IN STOCK, 12887

IGLOO 120 
640 X 450 

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

 (518) 499-0602 
ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com

Join Us 
Each Month!

For your subscription requests, 
address changes, and

FREE CLASSIFIEDS    
visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net

mailto:bette%40oliveglassandmarble.com?subject=
mailto:bette%40oliveglassandmarble.com?subject=
http://www.FireUps.com
http://www.skmproducts.com
http://www.rockcreteusa.com
http://www.stoneforensics.com
http://www.stoneforensics.com
mailto:hr%40alphagraniteaustin.com?subject=
mailto:hr%40alphagraniteaustin.com?subject=
http://www.consumerstonecare.com
mailto:publisher%40slipperyrockgazette.net?subject=Advertising%20in%20the%20Slippery%20Rock
mailto:publisher%40slipperyrockgazette.net?subject=Advertising%20in%20the%20Slippery%20Rock
http://www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com
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Braxton-Bragg is proud to bring you this new and innovative Air-Powered Natural Stone 
Slab Lifter by Elephant. It is designed to be mounted on any Gantry or bridge crane, 
including mobile cranes. It’s easily mountable and it has friendly-to-operate features 
designed for natural stone fabricators in a shop.

800-575-4401www.braxton-bragg.com

LESS THAN

$120/MO

with our  

easy financing

 Item # Description
 12143 Elephant Vacuum Lifter,  4 Plate, 1,100 Lbs.  

 12144 Elephant Vacuum Lifter, 4 Plate, 2,200 Lbs.  

  F.O.B. Knoxville, TN

Call 1-800-575-4401 
for Equipment Financing  

Options and Pricing

Formidable. Powerful. Trustworthy.

Police in suburban Houston 
are looking for a woman who 

used a power tool to break into a 
Botox clinic and steal anti-aging 
products.

Sugar Land police say surveil-
lance cameras captured the brazen, 

Texas Chainsaw Botox Break-In
early-evening burglary one Friday 
night at the Botox RN MD Spa, 
around 8:30 p.m. – rather early for 
breaking and entering!

The footage shows a woman 
approaching the locked door of 
the spa and trying unsuccessfully 
to open it. She then retrieves a 

battery-powered grinding saw 
from a light-colored Mercedes 
SUV and uses it to cut into the 
clinic’s front door.

Authorities say the woman stole 
an undisclosed amount of prod-
ucts from the clinic before driving 
away. Anyone with information 
is asked to contact Sugar Land 
police.

“We exponents of horror 
do much better than those 
Method actors. We make 
the unbelievable believ-
able. More often than not, 
they make the believable 
unbelievable.”
— Vincent Price

One afternoon last July,  
Timothy Smith, 24, 

and his fiancée returned to 
their new home in Gresham, 
Oregon, to find things not quite 
right.

They noted items out of 
place, others that didn’t belong 
to them, a mirror ripped out of 
a bathroom and holes kicked 
in bedroom walls. Then they 
found a cat (wearing a green 
cashmere shirt belonging to 
Smith’s chihuahua) hiding in 
a crawl space, The Oregonian 
reported.

The distraught homeowners 
called police. Fifteen min-
utes later, officers emerged 
from the house with Mr. 
Ryan Bishop, 38, wearing the 
woman’s Christmas onesie. 
Smith told reporters the man 
had broken into the home and 
settled right in, eating a cup-
cake, making coffee, smoking 
Smith’s weed, playing video 
games and collecting a clean, 
comfy, warm onesie out of the 
dryer. 

Bishop was charged with 
first-degree burglary, first-de-
gree criminal mischief and 
third-degree theft. Smith is 
seeking a home for the cat. His 
fiancée declined the return of 
her onesie. 

Inexplicable

Perks of the Job

Gwinnett County Police 
Officer J.T. Smith says 

he saw Edgerton inside the 
QuikTrip with a badge and gun 
requesting free snacks and her 
actions seemed suspicious. 

The officer followed her when 
she left the store. Smith’s body 
cam footage shows he pulled 
Edgerton over and she was still 
wearing the badge. The footage 
shows Edgerton admitting that 
her passenger, Brandi Green, was 
an officer with the Department of 
Community Supervision, who let 
her borrow the gun and badge.

“Police always getting free do-
nuts and stuff,” she complained.

The department says Green 
was suspended but later resigned 
– clearly the best decision she’s 
made recently.
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ZENESIS™ introduces an unmatched premium 7-step wet polishing pad. 
Independent testing has shown these new pads to achieve the highest gloss readings 
after the 3000 grit level when polishing both white and black granite. Our unique 
design provides these pads with an exceptional lifespan.

 • Removes dull spots, etches, and smooths uneven surfaces quickly
 • Shorter polishing times on the most di�cult stone surfaces
 • Better shine (higher gloss reading)

us.zenesistechnology.com

A WHOLE  OTHER LEVEL
OF POLISHING PERFORMANCE, 

POLISHING PADs

Efficiency Bolsters 
Profitability

Wouldn’t it be nice to 
lower an 800 pound 
island off the back of 

your truck or lift a ceiling-height 
wall panel into place without all 
the strain, struggle, and pain?  If 
only there were a heavy-duty, yet 

compact machine that you could 
cart around to every job—in any 
truck or van—to handle the brunt 
of lifting for you.

Well, great news...THERE 
IS! Omni Cubed’s Pro-Lift 
Automatic is a lightweight, com-
pact, super-strong lifting machine 
that will hoist up to 1,000 lb with-
out batting an eye.  This work-
horse is controlled via wireless 
remote, it never calls in sick, and 
you don’t have to worry about it 
filing a worker’s comp claim!

The Pro-Lift enables two or 
three people to do a job that would 
usually require five or more peo-
ple.  This boosts your bottom line 
by saving excessive labor costs, 
time and time again.   And con-
sider this: If the Pro-Lift helped 
you avoid one single worker’s 
compensation claim, it will have 
more than paid for itself by that 
alone.

This cart was designed with the 
installer in mind! It’s been engi-
neered for optimum stability to 
enable a smooth, controlled tilt 
right off the cart, and it works in 

The Omni Cubed® Pro-Lift 
makes bringing tops onsite 
faster, safer and easier. Here, 
installers are using a Pro-lift 
to effortlessly hoists a shower 
wall panel into place. 
Photo courtesy Wardlow Surfaces
 

The Omni Cubed® Pro-Lift operates with a hand-held remote 
and is designed to be lightweight and super-strong.  It does the 
heavy lifting on the job site for you, and enables two or three 
installers to do the work of five or more people. It hoists up to 
a ton without batting an eye.   
Photo courtesy Exodus Stone

Jessica Sherwood 
Omni Cubed

small install spaces as it doesn’t 
require extra room for a large tilt-
ing platform.

Additionally, its low profile fits 
easily through doorways with ma-
terial loaded on the cart, and it’s 
smooth, closed-cell, flat-free tires 
won’t pick up rocks, develop flat 
spots, or lose air pressure. 

Spare your spine, and your 
dime — let the Pro-Lift do the 
heavy lifting while you save $$! 

Contact Braxton-Bragg toll-
free 800-575-4401 to order 
yours today!

Have questions or need 
more info? Call or email Omni 
Cubed® at: 530-748-2260 / cus-
tomerservice@omnicubed.com .

mailto:customerservice%40omnicubed.com?subject=
mailto:customerservice%40omnicubed.com?subject=
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Why Choose Quartzite?
Stephanie Vozza  
usenaturalstone.com
Photos and Charts by Karin Kirk, 
Natural Stone Institute

“Quartzite is beautiful and 
exotic. People often 

choose it when they’re look-
ing for something different. It’s 
a great way to change up your 
space,” says Laura Grandlienard, 
owner of  ROCKin’teriors  in 
Raleigh, North Carolina.

“Quartzite is nearly indestructi-
ble,” notes Louis Battista of New 
England Stone Technology  in 
New Haven, Connecticut. Two 
of its strongest selling points 
is its hardness and durability. 
Quartzite is nearly twice as hard 
as glass and harder than the blade 
of a knife. It is also resistant to 
common kitchen acids and will 
not etch when exposed to things 
like lemon juice or vinegar.

Easy Care and Maintenance
Caring for quartzite is similar to 

caring for granite. Grandlienard 
recommends wiping up counters 
regularly with a gentle cleanser, 
water, and a soft cloth or paper 
towel.

As with any surface, simple 
preventative measures should be 
taken to protect quartzite coun-
tertops. Wipe up spills and mois-
ture as quickly as possible, and 
use coasters, trivets, and cooling 
racks. Battista also recommends 
utilizing cutting boards, though 
perhaps not for the reason you’d 
expect: “Quartzite is extremely 
high on the Mohs hardness scale. 
When it’s that high, it could dull 
your knives.”

Quartzite has been gaining in popularity as a countertop ma-
terial in the past few years—and for good reason. With a look 
that is often similar to marble and a durability comparable to 
granite, this natural stone seems to have it all.
Photo by Anderson Design Center.

Alexandrita quartzite

Above and inset: Mont Blanc 
quartzite from Brazil has a 
white background accented 
with veins of dark to medium 
gray.

What About Sealing?
The application of an im-

pregnating sealer to any natural 
stone countertop can increase 
the countertop’s stain resistance. 
Depending on the density and 
porosity of the stone, the neces-
sity for sealing can range from 
being not required at all to being 
required at initial installation and 
reapplied at specific intervals.

Is sealing required for quartzite? 
It depends on the stone’s porosity.

Quartzites are made of meta-
morphosed sandstone. Depending 
on the amount of metamorphosis, 
each quartzite can be more or less 
porous. Porous varieties of quartz-
ite, such as White Macaubas and 
Calacatta Macaubas, may benefit 
from the application of a good 
sealer. Many modern sealers can 
protect stone from 1-10 years, and 
some have stain removal warran-
ties. Your fabricator or stone 
supplier can provide specific 
guidance on choosing the appro-
priate product for your stone.

Generally speaking, the best 
indication that a countertop 
needs sealing is to watch the area 
around the kitchen sink. If you 
notice the stone darkening around 
the sink from water, it may mean 
that a sealer is needed—or that 
the current sealer is becoming less 
effective. Make sure the stone is 
cleaned and allowed to dry com-
pletely before applying the sealer. 
Grandlienard notes that sealing is 
an easy job for most homeown-
ers to do using an impregnating 

sealer purchased from your fab-
ricator. When in doubt, contact 
a restoration professional in your 
area.

A Word of Caution
Quartzite is found in a wide va-

riety of colors: while most quartz-
ites are white or light-colored due 
to their quartz content, vivid col-
ors of quartzite can also be found, 
due to additional minerals found 
in the stone. Quartzite is known 
for its hardness and durability. 
Unfortunately, some stones are 
often mislabeled as quartzite or 
“soft quartzite” when they are in 
fact marble or dolomitic marble. 
To paraphrase geologist Karin 
Kirk, quartzite is a stone with 
very consistent properties, but 
variable labeling.

Battista agrees: “We get calls 
from homeowners who think their 
countertops are quartzite, but they 
get etch marks. There’s a lot of 
confusion, so make sure you’re 
getting quartzite as opposed to 
marble. There is a huge difference 

between marble and quartzite. 
Make sure you get what you want 
and what you pay for.”

How can you be sure your 
stone is a true quartzite? Kirk 
recommends performing a few 
simple tests on your stone: can it 
be scratched easily with a knife 

blade? Does it scratch glass? Does 
it etch when exposed to lemon 
juice? True quartzites do not etch, 
cannot be scratched easily with 
a knife blade, and will scratch 
glass. Learn more about testing 
quartzites in Karin Kirk’s article 
The Definitive Guide to Quartzite, 
found on usenaturalstone.org .

Due to their inherent hardness, 
quartzites can take longer to work 
with and cause increased wear 
and tear on tooling. For this rea-
son, consumers can often expect 
to pay a little more for fabrication. 

One last piece of advice: be sure 
you have the right tooling to cut 
and fabricated quartzite.

Madreperola quartzite   Photo courtesy of MSI

“Every great dream begins with a dreamer. 
Always remember, you have within you the 

strength, the patience, and the passion to 
reach for the stars to change the world.”

– Harriet Tubman

http://www.rockinteriors.com/
https://usenaturalstone.org/definitive-guide-quartzite/
https://usenaturalstone.org/definitive-guide-quartzite/
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Astra3 Bridge Saw

www.braxton-bragg.com
800-575-4401

Braxton-Bragg has been named the preferred national 
supplier for Emmedue Marble & Granite Machinery, and 
is one of only two suppliers in the United States. Emme-
due is one of the premier brands of Industrie Montanari 
Company, manufacturer of stone-working machines since 
the early1990s. Its product range includes Bench Saws for 
contractors, and CNC Bridge Saws and Work Centers for 
small, mid-sized and large stone fabrication companies.

Braxton-Bragg is the Preferred 
Emmedue Supplier in the USA

LESS THAN
$2,000/MO

with our  
easy financing

LESS THAN
$1,200/MO

with our  
easy financing

LESS THAN
$3,600/MO

with our  
easy financing 5-AXIS 

BRIDGE SAW

3-AXIS 

BRIDGE SAW

4-AXIS 

CNC MACHINE

Astra5-Plus 
Bridge Saw

Contor CNC

Call for Equipment Financing  
Options and Pricing

We offer several different machines with a 
variety of options. Let us help you choose 
the best machine to suit your needs.
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Distributed by

LESS THAN

$1,150/MO

with our  

easy financing*

The Husky 20 HP Direct Drive Bridge Saw 
is the investment that works hard  

for you day after day.

Cuts 45° 

Miters!

The Husky Bridge Saw 
controls are easy to use. 
You can even operate 
the saw using the control 
panel and the wireless 
remote at the same time.

MADE IN THE USA

800-575-4401
www.braxton-bragg.com

Hercules A-Frame Slab 
Storage Racks #6698

Only $198.75
Capacity: 15,400 Lbs. Per Side

– Your complete source for storing and transporting stone –

Hercules Shop Cart #6706

Only $198.85
Capacity: 2,200 Lbs.

Hercules 8 Ft. Kitchen 
Transport Rack #6703

Only $1,498.00
Capacity: 30,800 Lbs. 
(Also available at 6 Ft.)

MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONSMATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online  www.braxton-bragg.com
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